












For the Year Ending December 3 1 st




By Mayor ELIHU A. CORSON
Gentlemen of the City Council
:
In resuming the duties and obligations as Mayor
of Rochester for the second time, I wish to thank the
citizens for the honor conferred and for the confidence
placed in me by again electing me to this office.
At this time in beginning our thirty-fourth year
as a city it will be best for us to look back upon the
past a moment that we may get a better insight into
the future. It is not my intention to assume all the
credit for the success accomplished in the past year,
because my committees have supported me most loyally
in all cases. Whatever success may be attributed to
this administration should be shared by all who par-
ticipated in the government of the City.
During the year our City has been improved to
some extent. We have laid nineteen thousand eight hun-
dred and eighty-two square yards of hot top on our City
streets. Portland street has been graded and one coat
of oil applied with very little expense. Sometime dur-
ing the coming year, a good road can be made the en-
tire length. Our rural roads have been kept in good
repair throughout the summer. We have also laid one
thousand dollars' worth of culverts with concrete ends,
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and many of our small bridges have been replanked.
Thirty-six hundred feet of hard surface road was
built on Rochester Hill, and two thousand feet of hot
top laid at North Rochester.
We recommended that our business section be
better lighted, which was done with very little increase
to the tax-payers.
Our Fire Station has been brought to a high
stndard of perfection, and we can look with pride and
satisfaction upon our Fire Department. Its equal
cannot be found in any city of its size in New Hamp-
shire.
Our Police Department should be commended for
their very efficient work during the past year. It is
our duty to conduct the business of the city in the
best possible manner.
Our actions should be guided by careful expendi-
ture of the tax payers' money.
FINANCIAL STATEMENT
January 1, 1926
Municipal Bonds, $98,000 00
Municipal Highway Bonds, 5,000 00
City Hall Bonds, 4,000 00
Borrowed in Anticipation of Taxes, 40,000 00
Accrued Interest, 1,875 75
Checks out Unpaid, 5,167 46
Due on Sundry Accounts, 2,349 22
Amount due Water Works, on Account, 13,118 12
$169,510 55
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Credit
Boston & Maine Stock, $360 00
Due from Sundry Accounts, 1,626 19
Due on Collector's List, 1925, 42,351 07
Cash in Hands of Treasurer, 16,445 83
Cash in Hands of Collector, 2,129 22
Cash in Hands of Clerk, 1,038 47
$63,950 78
Net Indebtedness, $105,559 77
Assets of Water Works
Securities and Investments, $12,718 15
Due from City, 13,118 12
$25,836 27
SCHOOLS
In analyzing the last report of the State Board of
Education I find that Rochester is conservative in its
school expenditures. I have based this icondusion
upon the folloveing facts: Rochester spends 61.2% of
its school income for teachers' salaries (average for
state only 49.7%) ; only 7% for repairs and equip-
ment (average for state 10.6%) ; 4.8% for textbooks,
supplies and tuition; while the average is 5.2%; the
transporting of our pupils, due to the geographical con-
ditions of the city, is 33% greater than the average;
other items in the budget do not vary much from the
average.
There are several rooms in the School Street and
Allen Buildings that are very much overcrowded. If
the seventh and eighth grades from those buildings
la
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could be transferred to the high school building, con-
ditions would be greatly improved. Therefore, I be-
lieve it is the duty of the 1926 School Board and the
City Council to change such overcrowded conditions.
ROADS, BRIDGES AND DRAINS
Roads, to my mind, are one of the most important
subjects that confront the tax-payer today.
It is quite out of the question to expect to put all
our roads in good repair in a single year. I do believe
we should put forth our best efforts for the better-
ment of our roads in the coming year. From past
experience, it would seem that the best method is to
do good, permanent work, even if we do not build as
much in length.
When we stop to consider that we are facing a
new problem in Bus-Line Service, and that the trucks
are here to stay, we are brought to a realization that
heavier and better roads must be built. On our trucks
we have a weight limit, but many of our small bridges
are unsafe, consequently, more money will have to be
spent on our highways than ever before.
Gentlemen, we should build the Central Road,
leading from Meaderboro to Strafford, the work on
which, to begin as soon as the frost is out. The Pick-
ering Road is much used, and should be kept in good
repair, and the same could be said of the Old Dover
Road. Many of our City streets must be considered.
Silver and Winter streets should be hot-topped, also
Leonard, King, Hancock, and many others.
We must keep our streets in good condition for
they are one of the essentials to the prosperity of any
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city, therefore I shall favor a larger appropriation for
the Highway Department.
SIDEWALK DEPARTMENT
Among the many improvements, which materially
benefit your city in appearance and comfort, good, safe
sidewalks may be ranked with good roads. In re-
cent years much has been done in this direction, both
from the city in the way of appropriation and by the
property owners as a source of pride in the appearance
of their property.
By Ordinance the city amply provided for the
construction of new sidewalks and for the responsibil-
ity of the abutters as to the cost. The city has been
very lenient as to payments for sidewalk construction,
allowing abutters to pay by time payments of any size.
This is a good course to secure new walks, without
placing a burden on the taxpayers. However, peti-
tioners asking for sidewalks abutting their property
should see their way clear to make such payments with
regularity, so that construction may be carried on for
other petitioners.
During the year 1925, after making a liberal ap-
propriation for this Department and using receipts
from open accounts, the work was carried on as long
as funds held out. We have laid two thousand six
hundred and forty-one square yards of sidewalk dur-




Mill St., E. R., 1925 65.27
Spring St., 1925 76.66
So. Main St., 1925 218.46
River St., 1925 15.95
Wakefield St., 1925 198.53
Pine St., 1925 513.89
Making a total of $2,583.52
WATER DEPARTMENT
It has been said that if Rochester Hill was supplied
with water there would be a material growth in that
section.
A plan has been suggested to build a reservoir on
top of the hill so that the water could flow both ways.
A test well could be driven and, if after an analysis had
been taken the water proved satisfactory, more wells
could be driven as needed.
This would not only furnish an abundant supply,
both for hydrant and domestic purposes, but would
increase in the pressure in the mains of the City pro-
per.
As the land at Rochester Hill is cold and springy,
the main pipe from the proposed reservoir would be
submerged in cold water all the time, making the
water in the city mains much colder during the sum-
mer months.
This would not only be the cheapest, but in our
opinion, would be the best way to supply this section
with water.
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WATER WORKS
This department has taken great strides during
the past two years under the very efficient supervision
of our Superintendent, Mr. Ellis.
The water system has been extended across the
river to supply the citizens of South Lebanon with the
water so long needed. The coming year it is hoped it
will be carried through a part of our city called
Shoreyville, making another very important addition to
our water system.
Last year I recommended the erection of a new
gatehouse and the laying of a 12-inch main, running
parallel with the one now in use. This should be done
in the near future.
SURFACE DRAINS
We should lay each year as much surface drain as
possible, for it is of great importance, both from the
financial standpoint and health. We can maintain our
roads at a very much less expense when properly
drained.
STREET LIGHTS
We have reason to be proud of what has been
accomplished toward a better lighting of our city, and
the extension of lights on the streets further out.
Many cities have the lighting system often called
the "White Way" installed, and I am glad to say that
Rochester has not been left far behind.
POLICE DEPARTMENT
The Police Department of a city is one of its most
important departments.
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It is an asset, not only because it brings in a rev-
enue, but it maintains order, and is often called upon
by the public to give them the information so often
asked for.
I would recommend that a padded cell be added to
the lock-up, as at times it is very much needed.
Our citizens should be proud to know that we
maintain the smallest Police Force of any city of its
size in the State.
FIRE DEPARTMENT
I wish to call your attention to this department.
During the past two years new equipment has been
added and our citizens should be pleased to know that,
owing to the very prompt action of our firemen, we
have not had a serious fire over a long period. Our
firemen should be commended for their valuable ser-
vices. The Central Fire Station has been put in good
repair and there has been a new floor laid which was
very much needed. The roof has also been repaired.
The total cost of repairs upon same was $3,576.91. I
would recommend that the city purchase fifteen hun-
dred feet of two and one-half inch rubber lined double
jacket hose, for Gonic and East Rochester are in need
of new hose. There have been a number of petitions
brought before the council for more fire alarm boxes
which are very much needed.
PUBLIC LIBRARY
Entire number of books given out during the
year, 63,896
Number given out from the children's room, 6,589
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Number sent to the stations, 1,925
Number circulated at stations, 2,657
Number of books repaired at the library, 10,123
Number of books rebound, 398
Number of readers and students counted, 17,008
Number in the children's room, 8,516
In the report of the State Library Commissioners
Rochester stood fourth in the number of volumes given
out from the library although practically the smallest
city in the state, and ranking seventh in number of
volumes and eighth in income.
The circulation in proportion to the population
and money spent is very large. The citizens of Roch-
ester have access to more than 25,000 volumes, com-
fortable reading rooms provided with the current is-
sues of 77 magazines and periodicals and a reference
room with the best and latest reference books the li-
brary can afford. All for less than $1.00 per capita.
The work with the schools, while demanding a
great deal of time, is perhaps the most important part
of its work. Work with the pupils taking almost the
entire time of one assistant.
It was recommended the providing of more shelf
room, which has been added, along with other repairs
that were very much needed at a total cost of $885.85.
The building is in good repair at the present time.
SHADE TREES, PARKS AND COMMONS
During the past year much work has been done on
our shade trees which should be the pride of our city.
Dead wood has been removed, thus lessening the dan-
ger to the public or the breaking of the trees in a heavy
wind or ice storm.
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Much work has been done clearing the under-
brush and dead trees from the growth in Hanson's
Park. Two bath houses have also been erected.
I would recommend that an ordinance be passed
prohibiting the planting of poplar trees or any others
that would be a detriment along our city streets. I
would also recommend the planting of at least one
hundred maple trees each year.
FORESTRY DEPARTMENT
While we believe that an excellent showing has
been made in the work of this department in controling
pine blister rust, we think the work should be carried
on in as thorough a manner as possible with the money
available.
I would recommend that the city appropriate such
a sum as the Finance Committee may deem advisable
at this time.
CONCLUSION
I wish to express my thanks for the good will
shown me by the members of the City Council and the
heads of the different departments.
It would seem wise not to expect too much of the
City Government during the coming year, as we do not
want to raise the tax rate higher than business con-
ditions warrant at the present time.
Now let us all work together with the determina-
tion to do our best, so that at the close of the year
we can see that we have made some progress toward
making our city a better and more beautiful place in
which to live.
City Government




( Charles S. Clark,
Ward One Albert W. Slocum,
( Harry G. Bickford.
i Hartley L. Wormhood,
Ward Two ) George H. Phillips,
( Arthur N. Brock.
^ Frederick A. Hamilton,
Ward Three / Nelson R. Hart,
( Harry H. Header.
i Joseph Landry,







( Joel W. McCrillis.
( Harold M. Carr,
Ward Six ' Charles W. Varney,
( Geo. E. Greenfield.
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City Clerk—Frank E. Hussey.
City Treasure7-—John L. Copp.
City Solicitor—Elmer J. Smart.
Collector of Taxes—William K. Kimball.
Street Commissioner—Newell B. Foss.
Superintendent of Water Works and Sewers—J. Frank
Ellis.
Marshal—Isaac W. Rankin.
Assistant Marshal—Frank H. Boston.
Night Watch—Adelard Duquette.
Traffic Officer—Elmer Watson.
Police at Gonic—Frederick A. Hamilton,
Police at East Rochester—Irving A. Cilley.
Chief Engineer of Eire Department—John F. Nute.
Eirst Assistayit Engineer—Wilbur E, Home.
Second Assistant Engineer—Peter McShane.
Third Assistant Engineer—Charles S. Clark.
Fourth Assistant Engineer—A. Roscoe Tuttle.
Sanitary Officer—John I. Rankin.
City Physician—Dudley L. Stokes.
Overseer of Poor—Forrest L. Keay.
Board of Health—Forrest L. Keay, John I. Rankin,
Dudley L. Stokes.
Plumbers' Examining Board—Albert P. Covey, John
I. Rankin, Dudley L. Stokes.
Assessors—Chas. H. Twombly, Peter Poisson, Harry
L. Header.
Trustees cf Trust Funds—John S. Kimball, Cecil C.
Shaw, Frank E. Hussey.
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Trustees of Public Library—Sidney B. Hayes, Harry
H. Header, H. L. Worcester, Fred P. Header, John
Young, Willis HcDuffee.
Licensing Board—Hayor Elihu A. Corson, City Har-
shal Isaac W. Rankin, City Clerk Frank E. Hus-
sey.
Special Police—George Dame, William Allen, Arthur
E. Tibbetts, Horace Hills, Everett A. Chadbourne,
Elihu L. Webster, Nelson Hatch, F. S. Grant, J.
Wyman Hussey, George L. Fifield, Edward
Josslyn, Walter J. Seavey, Louis Gauthier, Arthur
T. Home, Raymond Lincoln, Geo. H. Hagoon,
Elton J. Hansen, Roy Webber, William J. Blair,
I. Belmont Allen, Newell B. Foss, Stephen How-
ard, Joseph Woodes, William A. Hartin, Felix
Hughes, Fred Doyle, Elmer Garland, Roy Lough-
lin, Horace F. Haynes, William Littlefield, Fred
L. Seavey, Charles A. Doull.
Public Weighers—Roland E. Joy, Alfred Rodier, Frank
Hoyt, Alice F. Bradley, Albert Holmes, E. H.
• Hawkes, Granville F. Grant, David Johnston,
Ehas Voyer, Heman G. Goodwin, Albert E. Kleeb,
Frank L. Wing, George Herries, George H. Torr,'
Hubert C. Goodwin, Charles C. Torr, V. E. Page[
W. H. Otis, Vivian C. Cotton, Isaac C. Evans,'
James Foley, Frank Glidden, Charles D. Peck'
Walter J. Seavey, Chester H. Smith, Sara Green-
field, Geo. E. Greenfield, Beryl U. Blake, Frances
H. Collins, James E. Lucey.
Surveijors of Wood and Lumber—Nahum B Wood-
man, Sidney B. Hayes, Louis Cartier, Robert
Fownes, Charles Tebbetts, Ora Goodale, Levi Har-
mon, Arthur Davis, Nelson R. Hart, John Parry
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Napoleon Masse, David Shields, John A. Allen,
Arthur W. Barber, Harry H. Header, Nathaniel
Davis, Robert H, Kaler, Alphonse F. Potvin, W.
Eugene Springfield, J. 0. Watson, Ralph Little-
field, Thomas Dudley, James Allen, Isaac W. Ran-
kin, Adrien E. Hall, C. R. Allen, Howard Halliday.
Fence Vieivers—Marvin T. Blaisdell, George E. Var-
ney, Ralph H. Hall.
STANDING COMMITTEES
Finance—Mayor, Meader, Torr.
Shade Trees, Parks and Commons—Mayor, Brock,
Landry.
Public Instruction—Mayor, Hamilton, Wormhood.
Claims and Accounts—Mayor, Greenfield, Luneau.
Public Buildings—Bickford, McCrillis, Wormhood.
Fire Department—Varney, Evans, Slocum.
Roads, Bridges and Drains—Carr, Torr, Bickford.
Water Works and Sewers—Torr, Slocum, Phillips.
Street Lights—Evans, Meader, Clark.
Printing—Greenfield, Hart, Belanger.
Election and Returns—Hamilton, Luneau, Landry.
Legal Affairs—Mayor, Phillips, Varney.
Bills in Their Second Reading and Enrolled Ordi-
nances—Brock, Clark, Hart.
Police—Mayor, Carr, Clark.
Purchasing Committee—Mayor, McCrillis, Varney.
Recommendations
For Annual Appropriations, 1925
Sampson Post,
Important Resolutions and Orders
Passed by the City Council
AMENDMENT TO ORDINANCE, RELATING TO
THE DUTIES OF THE COMMITEE ON
FINANCE
Be it Ordained by the City Council of the City of
\.
Rochester :
That Section 17 of Chapter IV of the General Or-
dinances of the City of Rochester be amended by strik-
ing out the words "in the month of January" in the
second line of said section, and inserting in place there-
of the words "on or before the regular council meet-
ing in April/' so that said section as amended shall
read as follows
:
Sec. 17. The Committee on Finance shall annual-
ly on or before the regular council meeting in April,
prepare and lay before the City Council, an estimate
of the amount of money necessary to be raised for the
current financial year, under the various heads of ap-
propriations, and the various means of raising the
same, and shall also, before the first Wednesday of
January annually, prepare and lay before the City
Council a statement of all receipts and expenditures
of the preceding financial year, giving in detail the
amount of appropriation and expenditure for each de-
partment, and said statement shall be accompanied by
a schedule of the property, real and personal, belonging
to the City, and the value thereof, and the amount of
the City debt.
Passed January 7, 1925.
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RESOLUTION TO HIRE IN ANTICIPATION OF
TAXES
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Rochester :
That the Committee on Finance be authorized to
hire on note or notes of the City a sum not exceeding
twenty thousand dollars in anticipation of taxes. The
same to be hired at such time as the balance in the
treasury makes it necessary and to be taken up at the
earliest possible date that said treasury balance will
"warrant.
Passed March 3, 1925.
RESOLUTION OF ANNUAL APPROPRIATION
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Rochester:
That for the support of the various Departments
of the City of Rochester for the year 1925 there be
raised by taxation the sum of $235,900.00 and in addi-
tion thereto the amount of the County Tax as deter-
mined by the warrant, also the amount which the State
Tax called for in State Warrant exceeds an estimated
amount received from the State, and the Assessors are
directed to levy such taxes with such overlay as may
be found necessary.
Passed April 7, 1925.
RESOLUTION TO RAISE MONEY WITHIN THE
SPRINKLING PRECINCT
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Rochester :
That there be raised by taxation within the
Sprinkling Precinct the sum of $2,500.00 and the
Assessors are directed to raise said money in accord-
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ance with the act of Legislature creatig said Pre-
cinct.
Passed April 7, 1925.
AMENDMENT TO ORDINANCE CHAPTER NO.
14, SECTION NO. 3, PERTAINING TO
PARKING VEHICLES ON THE STREETS
OF THE CITY OF ROCHESTER, N. H.
Be it Ordained bij the City Council of the City of Roch-
ester, as folloivs :
Amended by striking out the words "And South
Main Street on the Westerly Side from Congress
Street to Portland Street." Also strike out "North
Main Street, easterly side of South Main Street, Han-
son Street, and Central Square" and inserting:
All vehicles during the hours from 7 a. m. to 6
p. m. shall be allowed to park for one hour only on the
following mentioned streets suitably marked with
Parking Stalls obliquely to curb,
—
North Main Street from Bridge Street to Central
Square, East Side of Central Square, South Main
Street to Portland Street, and Hanson Street, except
Sundays and Holidays. No motor vehicle shall be
parked in the compact part of the City after 12 o'clock
p. m. until sunrise unless the lights are lit.
So that the Ordinance shall read as follows
:
Chapter 14, Sec. 3. No vehicles shall be parked
or left standing within the City of Rochester upon the
following streets: Bridge Street between the bridge
and Main Street; Union Street from North Main 100
ft.; Congress Street from Central Square to Arrow
Street. Vehicles may be stopped on the above men-
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tioned streets for the purpose of discharging freight
and passengers.
All vehicles. during the hours from 7 a. m. to 6
p. m. shall be allowed to park for one hour only on the
following mentioned streets suitably marked with
Parking Stalls obliquely to curb ;—North Main Street
from Bridge Street to Central Square, East Side of
Central Square, South Main Street to Portland Street,
and Hanson Street, except Sundays and Holidays. No
motor vehicle shall be parked in the compact part of
the City after 12 o'clock p. m. until sunrise unless its
lights are lit.
When fire alarm is sounded or on approach of fire
apparatus, drivers of vehicles shall swing close to tht
right hand curb of the street they are on and exercise
all possible care to facilitate free passage of fire appa-
ratus and men and not approach within 200 ft. of the
place of fire.
Amended by striking out "East side of Central
Square" and inserting in place thereof the words "All
of Central Square as far north as the cement cross-
walk at the foot of Wakefield Street."
Passed as amended April 7, 1925.
RESOLUTION TO RAISE MONEY IN ANTICIPA-
TION OF TAXES
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Rochester :
That the Finance Committee be authorized to hire
in anticipation of taxes on notes of the City a sum not
exceeding $50,000.00. Said notes to be issued at such
time and taken up at such time as the balance in the
treasury will permit.
Passed April 7, 1925.
2a
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RESOLUTION TO PURCHASE HANSON STREET
STABLE PROPERTY
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Rochester
:
That the Mayor be authorized to purchase from
Frank H. Osgood the brick stable and adjacent real
estate situated on Hanson Street and to pay therefor
the sum of $6,000.00.
The said sum to be added to the 1925 budget and
raised by taxation.
Passed April 7, 1925.
RESOLUTION AS TO USE OF OPERA HOUSE
DURING MUSIC WEEK
Resolved by the City Countil of the City of Rochester
That the use of the City Opera House, be granted
free of all charges to the Music Week Committee, dur-
ing the week of May 3rd to May 9th, Thursday ex-
cepted.
Passed April 7, 1925.
RESOLUTION TO HIRE IN ANTICIPATION OF
TAXES
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Rochester :
That the Committee on Finance be authorized to
hire in anticipation of taxes, a sum not exceeding
thirty thousand dollars on note or notes of the City.
To be hired at such times and taken up at such times
as the balance in the treasury warrants.
Passed June 2, 1925.
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RESOLUTION TO EXTEND DISCOUNT PERIOD
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Rochester
:
That for the collection of taxes for the year 1925,
the provisions of Section 2 of Chapter XIX of the Re-
vised Ordinances of the City of Rochester be suspended
and the Tax Collector be authorized to allow a dis-
count of one and one-half per cent, on all taxes paid in
full on or before August 1, 1925, and one per cent, on
all taxes paid in full on or before September 1, 1925.
Passed July 7, 1925.
RESOLUTION TO HIRE IN ANTICIPATION OF
TAXES
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Rochester :
That the action of the Finance Committee in plac-
ing a note for $10,000.00 on July 13, to cover over-
draft at that time is hereby endorsed. Said note was
taken up July 30, and interest on the same was $21.30.
Passed August 4, 1925.
SPECIAL ORDINANCE TO REGULATE AND
CONTROL TRAFFIC WITHIN THE CITY OF
ROCHESTER, DURING THE COMING
CARNIVAL, TO BE HELD ON THE
22nd DAY OF SEPTEMBER, 1925
Be it Enacted by the City Council of the City of Roch-
ester :
Sect. 1. That on the 22nd day of September, 1925,
between the hours of six and twelve o'clock p. m., no
automobiles or vehicles of any kind shall be parked on
South and North Main Streets between Liberty and
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Union Streets, and on Wakefield Street between Cen-
tral Square and Union Street.
Neither shall any person during these hours vend
or do any act toward vending any article or thing of
any description within said hours upon any Street
within the City of Rochester, nor throw confetti or
other thing in or upon the Streets of Rochester during
said time.
Section 2. Any person violating any provisions
of this ordinance shall be fined ten dollars.
Passed September 1, 1925.
RESOLUTION TO GRANT THE USE OF THE CITY
OPERA HOUSE TO THE STATE GRANGE
FOR ACTUAL OPENING EXPENSES
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Rochester
:
That whereas the State Grange is to assemble in
this City during the week of Dec. 6, and this brings a
great many people to our City, and is a great benefit
to Rochester as a community.
Therefore : Be it resolved that the use of the City
Opera House be granted to said State Grange for the
actual opening expenses.
Passed December 3, 1925.
RESOLUTION TO TRANSFER FUNDS
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Rochester:
That if found necessary in closing the accounts of
the year to transfer from a department where there is
a balance to a department where there is a deficit the
Committee on Finance be authorized to make such
transfer.




January 1, 1925 to January 1, 1926
HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT
PaidFelker Bros., 7,165 cu. yds. gravel at
bank, $1,074 75
George H. Phillips, Ford truck, truck
parts, tires and repairs, 1,669 42
Mitchell's Garage, truck parts, tires
and repairs, 143 53
Crossley Motor Sales, Ford truck and
repairs, 730 18
C. H. Kendall, truck repairs, 32 15
C. Ray Stuart, truck repairs and gas, 23 69
J. J. Stuart, truck repairs, 1 55
H. Walter Hislop, truck repairs, 7 68
Carll's Livery & Garage, truck repairs, 7 40
John D, Blaisdell, truck repairs and
gas, 16 40
Mack Motor Truck Co., fan belts, and
spring leaves, 33 18
J. Raymond Terry, truck tires, 172 77
Hiram Wever, pressing on tires, 7 00
C. W. Varney, truck liability premiums, 186 00
F. L. Kendall, truck liability premiums, 139 70
H. D. Smith, truck liability premiums, 56 20
The Texas Co., 5,236 gals, gas, 1,028 38
The Texas Co., 20 gals, oil, 14 60
$3,088 45
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Paid Eugene C. Foss, hardware,
Berry & Shorey, hardware,
Alvin A, Fluff, hardware and repairs,
Boston Woven Hose & Rubber Co., hose,
W. N. Morrison Co., repairs,
Albert P. Covey, repairs,
George L. Winkley, repairs,
P. T. Lester, welding,
Old Colony Woolen Co., welding,
Elias Voyer, hardware,
H. I. Dallman Co., hardware.
Eastern Tractors Co., repairs,
H. H. Howard, blacksmith work,
Harry A. Roberts, blacksmith work,
L. T. Roberts, blacksmith work,
Rochester Lumber Co., lumber,
Gonic Mfg. Co., lumber,
H. L. Sawyer Co., lumber,
Studley Box & Lumber Co., lumber,
Water Dept., repairs,
L. Jacques, repairs.
Spiers Brick Co., labor,
Stephen Howard, auto hire,
H. C. Young, auto hire,
H. R. Foss, auto hire,
Hayden & Derby Mfg. Co., 1 injector,
Courier Pub. Co., ad for dressing,
Albert W. Blake, 2 truck lights,
A. F. Bradley, 86,295 lbs. bit. coal,
A. F. Bradley, 9,000 lbs. ant. coal,
A. F. Bradley, 2 bags lime,
J. C. Peterson, 16,305 lbs. bit. coal,
Victor E. Page, 46 bags cement,
H. R. Foss, 140,110 lbs. bit. coal.
$81
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Paid Victor E. Page, 45,079 lbs. bit. coal,
Palmer Wright Co., rubber clothing,
Chase Handle Co., handles,
Cecil Shepard, handles,
John P. Crowney, stone drag,
Johnson Foundry, castings,
Ainslie's Drug Store, drugs,
Littlefield & Cate, drugs,
McCord Radiator Co., repairs,
Roland Sanborn, sharpening tools,
Ralph P. Corson, repairs,
J. R. Williamson, stove for stable office,
Lowe & McDuffee, stove hnings,
George E. Greenfield, weighing stone,
C. A. Davis, 10 gals, punch,
F. W. B. Society, 25 gals, roof paint.
State Highway Dept., culverts,
F. W. Smith, 180 lbs. iron,
W. H. Champlin, sawdust,
R. F. & F. F. Seavey, 23,460 lbs. hay,
Fred F. Seavey, 51,635 lbs. hay.
Freeman Corson, grain,
George H. Torr, 66 1-6 cds. wood,
Boston & Maine R. R., 7,358 cu. yds.
gravel at bank,
Boston & Maine R. R., freight,
N. B. Foss, expenses paid out,
Frank E. Hussey, express paid out,
Kimball & Allen, workman's compensa-
tion and insurance premium,
George Lincoln, tending fires at garage,
F. P. Meader, stationery,
T. W. Osgood, stationery.
Globe Store, lanterns, pails, etc..
$212
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Paid John F. Griffin, chauffeurs' Hcenses,
Twin State Gas & Elec. Co., power.
Twin State Gas & Elec. Co., lights,
Newell B. Foss, Street Commissioner,





C. C. Torr, stable dressing,
George H. Torr, stable dressing,
Leopold Larose, gravel,
F. P. Header, Jr., gravel,
Cecil Shepard, gravel,
Charles A. Watson, 1,400 S. H. Brick,
R. W. Corson, brick and crushed gravel,
Boston Brick Co., gravel,
The Texas Co., towing truck,
Sam Bedard, wood.
Error in pay roll,
Will Cullen, gravel,
L. H. Shattuck, Inc., gravel and labor,
Michel Beaulieu, gravel,
Will Ricker, gravel,
H. D. Smith, gravel,
Edward Caron, gravel and use of mix
er,
E. A. Corson, 14,140 lbs. bit. coal,
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Received from:
J. H. Clow, gravel, ^ J- ^^
D. S. & R. St. Ry., removing snow, &" ^^
Town of Farmington, use of tractor, 20
00
Town of Farmington, 475 yds. hot top, 475
00
J. J. Ham, loam,
S. F. Bennett, gravel,
Joseph Beaudoin, gravel,
H. A. Allen, gravel,
Henry McCabe, cinders,
Mrs. L. B. Morrison, gravel, »
^^
L. P. Snow, gravel, ^2
00
Jane Nixon, gravel,
George L. Winkley, gravel,
Bessie Boyce, loam,
Mrs. I. D. Hodgdon, loam,
Nellie McDuffee, sand, 2
00
Standard Oil Co., gravel, 1
60
George D. Dame, gravel, 2
50
Mary J. Bilodeau, gravel and cinders, 10 00
Harry Foss, gravel and cinders, 8
35
Alice Sanborn, gravel and loam, 27
00
Dr. F. S. Gray, gravel, 8
00
Amos Drapeau, gravel, ^0
Mace Moulton & Co., heating oil, coal,
labor and equipment, 396 78
Cocheco Woolen Mfg. Co., resurfacing
road in mill yard, 58
94
A. L. Brassaw, tar, $ 5
00
George J. Potvin, gravel, 5 50
N. E. Brick Co., gravel, 2
00
B. Q. Bond, gravel and crushed stone, 28 00
A. W. Carll, gravel, 3 00
J. P. Drown, gravel, 1 50
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Received from:
Gonic Mfg. Co. , gravel, $ 8 00
M. H. Dustin, gravel, 22 00
James F. Teague, gravel, 8 00
Emile Bergeron, gravel, 1 00
Eugene Pare, loam, 4 00
Robie Construction Co., 2,136 tons
stone and 658 tons sand, roller and
man 49 1-3 days. Mack truck 17 4-9
days, 3,528 72
R, H. Spaulding, 517 cu. yds. gravel at
bank, 5 tons crushed stone, 115 tons
sand, steam roller and man 61 hrs.,
cement mixer 80 hrs., 58 yds. sand
at bank, small truck 2 days, 444 77
Forrest Davis, roller 5 hrs., 5 00
Forrest Davis, gravel, 1 45
State Highway Dept., on Robie Con-
struction Co., bill, 1,000 00
State Highv^^ay Dept., use of equip-
ment and material furnished, 9,867 63
Water Dept., labor, gas, coal, alcohol
and blacksmith work, 182 61
School Dept., drawing coal, labor and
kerosene, 26 47
Sidewalk Dept., use of equipment and
material furnished, 516 36
Health Dept., 5 men 3 days, 3 Mack
trucks and drivers 3 days, "Clean
up Week," $279 00
Surface Drain Dept., use of equipment
and casting furnished, 131 42
New England Tel. & Tel. Co., 59 yds.
hot top, 59 00
CITY OF ROCHESTER 33
eived from:
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Paid J. C. Roberts, copies of transfers real
estate, $30 03
William Mann Co., stationery and
books, 39 07
Loring, Short & Harmon, stationery
and books, 17 50
Roberts Office Supply Co., stationery
and books, 60 04
T. W. Osgood, stationery, 17 20
F. P. Header, stationery, 2 50
Birmingham Pen Co., 1 gross pens, 1 50
Barion Pen Co., three gross pens, 6 00
Cragg Bindery Co., binding assessors''
books, 15 00
Secretary of State, engrossing an act, 75
Stewart, Warren & Co., five check
books, 63 50
George' P. Flirbush, P. M., stamped
envelopes, and stamps, 295 94
George G. Welch, copies of transfers
real estate, 35 94
Automotive Service Bureau, leaves for
manual, 13 14
Addressograph Co., plates and ribbon, 5 07
Byron H. Home, auditing City Books, 90 00
Courier Pub. Co., election ballots, ad-
vertising and printing, 239 44
Courier Pub. Co., printing and binding
ordinances,
.Record Press, printing,
Record Press, printing and binding
City Reports,
Rochester Printing Co., printing,
F. W. Fifield & Co., printing,
618
CITY OF ROCHESTER 35
Paid H. L. Sawyer Co., lumber for Library
Building,
George J. Foster & Co., advertising,
Eugene C. Foss Co., hardware,
Ayers & Jenkins Co., hardware,
Berry & Shorey, hardware,
M. F. Ellis & Co., toilet paper,
M. E. Bennett Co., paper towels and
stationery,
Lightbody Drug Co., two boxes,
Kimball & Allen, insurance premiums,
F. L. Kendall Agency, insurance pre-
miums,
F. E. Small, insurance premiums,
Winkley Insurance Co., insurance pre-
miums,
H. D. Smith, insurance premiums,
Chas. H. Twombley, auto taking in-
ventory, 30 00
H. L. Sawyer Co., lumber for Fire Sta-
tion, 1,054 76
Harry L. Sawyer Co., lumber, 17 67
Rochester Lumber Co., lumber, 22 11
H. L. Wormhood, carpenter work at
Library, 294 44
H. L. Wormhood, carpenter work at
Fire Station, 763 55
Chamberlain Weather Strip Co.,
weather strips on Library windows, 605 00
J. Edward Richardson, plans and
specifications for proposed addition
to High School Building, 1,350 00
W. N. Morrison Co., retubing boilers at
City Hall, 734 71
$241
272
CITY OF ROCHESTER 37
Paid Fred H. Brown, guardian, over taxed
1924. $48 46
Charles H. White, labor, 1 00
William Blair, labor, 4 00
Dr. Charles Blazo, examination insane
patient, 5 00
Dr. W. J. Roberts, examination insane
patient, 5 00
Stephen Howard, auto hire to Concord, 15 00
H. C. Young, auto hire to Dover, 4 00
John I. Rankin, auto hire to Dover, and
expenses to Sanford, 6 20
H. R. Foss, kindhng for E. R. Opera
House,
J. A. Morrill, kindling for City Hall,
Arthur Leavitt, glass for door and set-
ting,
W. K. Kimball, taxes bought by City,
Mary Chick, over taxed 1924,
Harriet F. Connell, over taxed 1924,
Boston & Maine R. R., mileage,
Boston & Maine R. R., freight,
F. E. Hussey, express paid out and P.
O. box rent, 19 64
The Globe Store, electric light globes,
etc.,
J. F. Grover, signs and lettering,
Snow & Cooper, claim for damage on
Highway, (repairs only),
Gonic Mfg. Co., wood for Gonic Hall,
School Dept., John Manning as swim-
ming instructor Hanson Park,





Paid A. F. Bradley, 72,770 lbs. coal Public
Library,
Victor E. Page, 6,795 lbs. bit. coal and
8,900 lbs. hard coal,
Frank E. Hussey, 2,251 auto permits
written,
Strafford York Gas Co., light and heat.
Twin State Gas & Elec. Co., light,
New England Tel. & Tel. Co.,
Total expenditures,
Transferred to Highway Dept.,




CITY OF ROCHESTER 39
Received from:
Old iron from E. R. Opera House, sold, $ 14 75
Old iron from E. R. Opera House, sold, 14 75




Total credits, $20,102 97
FIRE DEPARTMENT
Paid Liability and Fire Insurance prem-
iums, $226 37
Winkley Insurance Co., premiums, 10 00
F. L. Kendall Agency, premiums, 15 00
Boston Woven Hose & Rubber Co.,
1,000 ft. 21/2-in. fire hose, 833 00
American LaFrance Fire Engine Co.,
Champion Babcock chemical equip-
ment, 1,960 00
American LaFrance Fire Engine Co.,
repairs, 97 29
McShane's Garage, Reo chassis, 1,270 00
Western Electric Co., 5,5491/2 lbs. (14
miles) copper wire, 1,137 65
Gamewell Fire Alarm Co., equipment
and repairs, 378 91
V. E. Page, 9,905 lbs. bit. coal, 44 58
A. F. Bradley, 2,000 lbs. hard coal, 15 00
A. F. Bradley, 1,000 lbs. bit. coal, 8 50
A. F. Bradley, 22,095 lbs. bit. coal, 104 43
A. F. Bradley, 8 bags cement, 6 10
$24
CITY OF ROCHESTER 41
Paid John F. Nute, expenses, $5 95
Courier Pub. Co., notices, to telephone
fires, 3 00
Evans Furniture Co., beds and mat-
tresses, 59 62
Salinger Bros., bedding, 11 88
Langer Electrical Co., repairs, 7 92
W. N. Morrison Co., repairs, 6 40
Gonic Mfg. Co., oil of vitrol and sun-
dries, 12 61
Globe Store, lamps, brushes, duster,
etc.,
Ubald Beaulieu, soap powder,
Roberts & Twomey, soap powder,
Elias Voyer, soap powder,
Harry A. Roberts, blacksmith work,
J. B. Callahan, blacksmith work,
F. E. Hussey, express paid out,
T. W. Osgood, stationery,
Boston Badge Co., 36 nickel plated
badges,
Rochester Lumber Co., lumber,
Johnson Foundry, casting,
Rochester Steam Laundry, washing
bedding,
Florence Wylie, washing bedding,
John F. Griffin, chauffieur's licenses,
1926,
Edwin Emerson, pay as call fireman,
Clarence Cilley, pay as call fireman.
Pay Roll Cocheco Hose Co., No. 1,
,
Pay Roll Torrent Hose Co., No. 2,
Pay Roll A. D. Whitehouse Co., No. 3,
Pay Roll, Harrington Hose Co., No. 4,
45
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CITY OF ROCHESTER 43
Received from:
Gravel from Highway Dept, $ 8 00
State of New Hampshire, rebate for
forest fires, 25 32




Acid, soda, hose boxes and bracket,
Roy D. Smith, old hose.
Total credits,
Transferred from overlay 1924,





Paid F, E. Hussey, express paid out, $4 19
Traffic Signal Corp., talking lamp and
steel shell, 274 49
Fechheimer Bros., police caps, 29 58
Iver Johnson Sporting Goods Co., badges, 12 00
Carpenter Portable Light Co., "beam-
er," 55 31
Tropical Paint Co., street marking
paint, 45 65
Ayers & Jenkins Co., 884 lbs. 1-in.
square steel for street signs and
miscellaneous hardware,
W. N. Morrison Co., drilling sign posts,
William Otis, work on sign posts,
J. F. Grover, material and labor fur-
nishing signs,
Twin State Gas & Electric Co., lamps,
Mitchell's Garage, one 1922 Studebaker
Big 6, touring car.
Courier Publishing Co., notices,
Mitchell's Garage, repairs, gas and
oil,
George F. Wilson, repairs on batteries,
Boston & Maine R. R., freight,
James B. Callahan, attaching police
phones,
Ralph P. Corson, work on signs,
Frank S. Grant, special police,
Elmer E. Watson, special police,
Charles A. Doull, special police,
Nelson Hatch, special police,
Joseph Woodes, special police,
G. H. Magoon, special police,
William Perron, special police.
60
CITY OF ROCHESTER 45
Paid Dr. E. M. Abbott, attending prisoner,
George Fifield, special police,
Arthur Home, special police,
W. S. Davis, special police,
Elmer Garland, special police,
H. E. Goodwin, special police,
William Blair, special police,
James Markes, special police,
Wyman Hussey, special police,
Thomas Leavitt, special police,
Everett Chadbourne, special police,
H. H. Clough, special police,
Kenneth Seavey, special police.
Pay Rolls, specials Fair Week,
Alfred J. Cooney, detective Fair Week,
Edward Leavitt, detective Fair Week,
Ray Loughlin, detective Fair Week,
National Cafe, lunches for prisoners,
American Cafe, board of detectives,
E. W. Hussey, rooms for detectives.
Dr. G. C. Rublee, attending prisoner,
New England Tel. & Tel. Co.,
Thomas Labby, auto hire,
A. Melcher Graves, auto hire,
Stephen Howard, auto hire,
Harry R. Foss, auto hire,
Harry C. Young, auto hire,
Raymond Beaudoin, auto hire,
John F. Griffin, chauffeur's license,
Isaac W. Rankin, city marshal,
Money paid out for vacation voted by
council,
Frank H. Boston, assistant marshal,
Adelard Duquette, night watch.
$2
46 ANNUAL REPORT
Paid James B, Young, assistant marshal, $ 41 20
James B. Young, traffic officer, 794 28
Money paid out for vacation, voted by
council, 24 50
Clarence Pierce, police at East Roch-
ester, 25 00
Irving Cilley, police at East Rochester, 75 00
Elmer E. Watson, police at Gonic, 50 00
Fred A. Hamilton, police at Gonic, 50 00
Samuel D. Felker, judge of police
court, 600 00
Horace L. Worcester, clerk of police
court, 200 00
Total expenditures.
CITY OF ROCHESTER 47
Received from:
Use of auto, $ 5 00
Miscellaneous department, paid for by
police department, 274 49
$10,156 5:
SALARIES
Paid Elihu A. Corson, mayor,
Frank E. Hussey, city clerk,
John L. Copp, city treasurer,
Elmer J. Smart, city solicitor,
D. L. Stokes, city physician,
Forrest L. Keay, overseer of the poor,
John I. Rankin, sanitary officer,
William A. Hanscam, janitor,
Frank D. Stevens, assistant janitor,
William K. Kimball, tax collector,
Harry L. Header, assessor of taxes,
Pierre Poisson, assessor of taxes,
Charles H. Twombly, assessor of taxes,
Arlene Baker, assistant in clerk's'
office,
Harry L. Header, use of auto, taking
inventory,
Pierre Poisson, use of auto taking in-
ventory,
W. P. Farmer, sec, dues N. H. Board
of Assessors,
W. K. Kimball, expenses attending
convention,






















Pay Roll, special election, Dec. 31, 1924
:
Ward One
Roger E. Thompson, moderator, $4 00
C. Garfield Hurd, clerk, 4 00
Albert R. Chalmers, selectman, 3 00
David G. Johnston, selectman, 3 00
Willis Hayes, selectman, 3 00
Albert Richards, ballot clerk, 3 00
Edward J. Grotty, ballot clerk, 3 00
Lawrence E. Haley, ballot in-
spector, 3 00
Charles Nute, ballot inspector, 3 00
Irving Cilley, supervisor, 3 00
Pay Roll, Election Dec. 1 and Drawing o
city of rochester 49
Clerks
Ward 1 C. Garfield Hurd, $5 50
2 Chester H. Smith, 6 00
3 George W. Osborne, 6 00
4 Joseph Sylvain, 7 00
5 Fred L. Chesley, 5 50










Ward 2 Charles W. Evans,
Patrick Keating,
Ward 3 Harold Vickery,
Sumner Watson,
Ward 4 Robert Hersom,
Eugene Beaudoin,
Ward 5 Vinton Preston,
Carlyle Baker,
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OPERA HOUSE DEPARTMENT
Paid A. F. Thompson & Co., one condenser,
Kimball & Allen, liability premiums,
Eugene C. Foss Co., hardware.
Federal Stores, rope,
Fred P. Header, tuning piano,
Langer Electrical Co., 12 doz. lamps
and labor.
Empire Ticket Co., 55 sets tickets,
F. E. Hussey, paid express on tickets,
Belmont Allen, work on floor,
Belmont Allen, work on stage,
Wilbur Thompson, work on floor,
Wilbur Thompson, work on stage,
Earl Mclntire, work on stage,
Fred Lincoln, work on stage,
Elmer Martell, Avork on stage,
George Hussey, work on stage,
Robert Blair, work on stage,
Harold Marble, work on stage, 1 00
Will Miller, usher, 22 50




Charles Hussey, usher and checking
clothes,
Walter Cate, checking clothes,
Grace Shorey, selling tickets,
Clifford Mortimer, selling tickets,
George D. Dame, watchman,
Newell B. Home, trucking bill boards,
Lyle Webster, manager and expenses.
$3
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CITY OF ROCHESTER 53
Received from:
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Paid H. L. Sawyer, lumber,
Dyer Sales & Machinery Co., steel
forms,
Rochester Lumber Co., 190 bags ce-
ment, and lumber for forms,
Elmer Martell, mason work,
James Grant, bill paid Voyer for hard-
ware,
C. H. Kendall, work on mixer,
George J. Potvin, 1/2 cost apron, lead-
ing to garage,
Ayers & Jenkins Co., 1 roll roofing
paper,
John V. Home, labor on sidewalk,
Dewey street,
R. L. Kimball, lines for sidewalks,
1925,
Lida Varney, storage of sand at Gonic,
1925,
Highway Dept., use of equipment,
and gravel furnished.
Pay Rolls for labor.
Total expenditures.
Transferred to interest account,
Credit
$ 5
CITY OF ROCHESTER 55
Received from:
John J. Bovin. sidewalk. $ 85- 80
A. F. Bradley, 1924, cement bags re-
turned, 339 60
Mrs. Ellen F. Marston, sidewalk,
Mrs. Lillia C. Shorey, sidewalk,
A. G. Gelinas, sidewalk,
J. Lacasse Est., balance sidewalk,
P. E, Auger, sidewalk,
Ernest Carter, sidewalk,
W. M. March, sidewalk,
Fred Richards, on account sidewalk,
Harry Rolfe, private walk,
Albert Richards, sidewalk,
Irving Wright, sidewalk,
Irving C. Faunce, sidewalk,
Charles Smith, sidewalk,
Loren Parsons, sidewalk,
J. 0. Allison, sidewalk,
Cocheco Woolen Mfg. Co., sidewalk,
Dr. E. M. Abbott, sidewalk,
W. T. Gunnison, sidewalks,
Mrs. May Sleeper, sidewalk,
Mrs. J. J. Shapleigh, sidewalk,
Richard Vachon Est., sidewalk,
Fred K. Stevens, sidewalk,
Leon C. Henderson, sidewalk,
Joseph Brochu, on account, sidewalk,
Archille Sylvain, on account, side-
walk,
Arthur Sylvain, on account sidewalk,
Alaire Roy, on account, sidewalk,
George Gagne, sidewalk,





Mrs. Ida Jones, sidewalk
Mrs. Mary C, Duval, sidewalk,
Simeon Perreault, on account, side-
walk,
Mrs. Laura Bilodeau, on account,
sidewalk,
Mrs. EfRe Laskey, on account, side-
walk,
Walter Hislop, sidewalk,
John W. Thompson, sidewalk,
Byron R. Young, sidewalk,
Charles A. Watson, sidewalk.
Dr. J. H. Bates, sidewalk,
Peter Gagne, sidewalk,
Addie Parsons Est., sidewalk,
Miss Lucy Roberts, sidewalk,
Louis H. Therrian, sidewalk,
John W. Dorr, sidewalk,
Mrs. Albina Maxfield, on account side-
walk,
Jos. Lachance, on account, sidewalk,
Dr. P. H. Roberts, sidewalk,
Mrs. Emma Chesley, on account, side-
walk,
Frank Muggleston, on account, side-
walk,
Mrs. Alice Jacques, sidewalk,
Mrs. Harriet Dunlap, on account, side-
walk,
W. T. Sawyer, on account, sidewalk,
Adelard Lachance, on account, side-
walk,
Asa P. Roberts, on account, sidewalk,






CITY OF ROCHESTER 57
Received from:
Victor E. Page, cement bags returned, $182 40
J. Harry Dame, sidewalk, 39 11
Total credits, $5,824 72
STATE HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT
TRUNK LINE MAINTENANCE
East Side Road, Somersworth to Milton
Paid Pay Rolls for labor, $1,089 88
Highway Dept., material, labor and
use of equipment,
Boston & Maine R. R., freight on
asphalt,
Berger Mfg. Co., culverts,
H. A. Allen, mason work,
F. E. Everett, signs,
Boston & Maine R. R., demurrage.
Total expenditures, $4,152 19
Central Road, Rochester to Concord
Pay Rolls for labor, $425 46
Highway Dept., material, labor, and
use of equipment, 477 02
2,827
58 ANNUAL REPORT
Highway Dept., material, labor and
use of equipment,. 1,697 39
Total expenditures, $1,813 83
James B. Young, counting transporta-
tion one day, 4 00
$1,817 83
FEDERAL AID PROJECT, RECONSTRUCTION
ROCHESTER HILL
Robie Construction Co., $3,000 00
Highway Dept., material and use of
equipment, 2,328 57
Total expenditures, $5,328 57
RECONSTRUCTION, NORTH ROCHESTER
Paid Highway Dept., labor, material and
use of equipment, $4,854 22
Street Sprinkling Dept., use of
sprinkler,
H. R. Foss, 21,800 lbs. bituminous coal
delivered to North Rochester,
Standard Oil Co., 46.2 tons Mexican
asphalt,
Lynn Sand & Stone Co., 62.5 tons
%-in. stone,
Pay Roll, for labor,
Boston & Maine R. R., demurrage on
cement culvert pipe,
Total expenditures.
Total State Highway expenditures, $19,193 71
5
city of rochester 59
Credit
By appropriation, $10,000 00
Received from:
State of New Hampshire, $8,846 87
Highway Dept., 12 24-in. culverts, 34 80
Barrett Co., demurrage returned, 4 00
Deficit carried into 1926, 308 04
$19,193 71
SURFACE DRAIN DEPARTMENT
Paid Sewerage Dept., akron pipe, $40 66
Sewerage Dept., bill for catch basin
castings, 135 00
Freeman Corson, salt, 8 00
Phil, Allen, mason work, 19 20
Dyar Sales & Machinery Co., repairs
for turbine ferret, 6 85
E. L. Shorey, 1,366 ft. 12-in. sewer
pipe, and 500 ft. 6-in. sewer pipe,
Boston & Maine R. R., demurrage,
Adolph and Amelia Miller, deed of land
on Linden street, for right of way,
Alphonse Lanoix, 9M brick,
A. F. Bradley, 58 bags cement,
Johnson Foundry, castings.
Highway Dept., castings bill paid for
by Highway Dept., 15 00
Highway Dept., men, equipment and
material, 116 42




By appropriation, $2,000 00
Transferred from police department, 110 35
$2,110 35
STREET SPRINKLING DEPARTMENT
Paid Phillips' Garage, repairs,
Crossley Motor Sales Co., repairs,
Albert P. Covey, repairs,
Water Dept., material, labor on stand
pipes.
Highway Dept., gas.
Highway Dept., Wylie's time,
W. C. Wylie, driving sprinkler,
F. W. Hussey, driving sprinkler,
Clyde Foss, driving sprinkler.
Total expenditures.




Received from State Highway Dept.
$178
CITY OF ROCHESTER 61
Paid Freeman Corson, salt, $ 1 00
Hepner Root Cutter Co., one 6-in. root
cutter, 18 00
Ayers & Jenkins Co., hardware, 13 25
Eugene C. Foss, hardware, 4 48
Pierce-Perry Co., 125 ft., 4-in. soil pipe, 48 30
Johnson Foundry, castings, 165 00
A. F. Bradley, 20 bags cement, 15 60
The Bond Co., 1 pr. rubber mittens, 2 20
Lowe & McDuffee, repairing sewer pails, 11 50
Alphonse Lanoix, 3,000 bricks, 65 00
Studley Box & Lumber Co., sewer plank, 52 26
Diamond Match Co., lumber for braces, 2 42
Quaker City Rubber Co., 710 ft., 21/2-in.
hose for flushing, (coupled), 397 04
Mrs. Ida Shapleigh, sewer entrance
ret'd., 25 Oo
E. L. Shorey, 2,000 ft., 4-in. sewer pipe,
800 ft., 6-in. sewer pipe and 20 ft.,
20-in. sewer pipe, F. 0. B., Rochester, 336 60
Eastern Clay Goods Co., 2,000 ft., 4-in.
sewer pipe, 1,500 ft., 6-in. sewer
pipe, F. 0. B. shipment,
Boston & Maine, freight,
J. Frank Elhs, Supt.,




Paid John V, Home, hauling off and bury-
ing horse,
Ainshe's Drug Store, disinfectants,
H. T. Hayes & Co., disinfectants,
Frank S. Grant, burying dogs,
Ernest Ross, labor at dump,
Walter Sessler, labor at dump,
J. F. Grover, signs for city dump, 3 75
Courier Publishing Co., clean-up-week
ad, 3 00
Highway Dept., labor and use of equip-
ment, clean-up-week, 279 00
A. I. Hall, 50 lbs. lime sulphur, 5 00
J. J. Stuart, spraying dump, 16 00
F. E. Hussey, paid out for express, 1 26
> 7
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Paid W. H. Littlefield, carpenter work,
V. E. Page, cement,
The Globe Store, net for tennis court,
The Globe Store, lamps,
John I. Rankin, work on trees,
J. M. Sanborn, work on trees,
Ernest Dodge, work on trees,
Walter Sessler, work on trees,
Raymond Boyle, work on trees,
Peter Pero, work on trees,
John V. Home, work on trees,
Eugene Brown, work on trees,
Charles Ross, work on trees,
F. S. Grant, work on trees,
Joseph Landry, work on trees,
D. Mussey, work on trees,
Charles White, work on trees,
Ralph Ham, work on trees,
Jerry Bilodeau, work on trees,
George Nichols, work on trees,
Adolph Messier, work on trees,
William York, work on trees,
Joe Perkins, work on trees,
Ernest Ross, work on trees,
Louis Mayette, work on trees,
M. E. Sterett, work on trees,
A. E. York, work on trees.
Highway Dept., hauling brush, 3 teams,
50 loads loam, 45 lbs. grass seed, lay-
down lawns to sidewalk curbs.
Freeman Corson, 400 lbs. tankage,
Ralph Corson, grinding tools,
Roland Sanborn, filing saws,
S. F. Bennett, care of Liberty, Wood-
man and So. Main Street Parks,
; 47
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Paid H. Barrett and team, hauling brush, $30 40
I. Belmont Allen, care of Strafford
Square Park,
Thomas Turmelle, care of Duval Park,
Gonic Mfg. Co., care of Header and
Union Parks,
Langer Electrical Co., electrical work
and material at Duval Park,
Water Dept., material and vi^ork on
fountains,
William P. Ames, hauling brush.




Paid Frank S. Grant, looking up dogs,
Mitchell's Garage, auto hire,
Rochester Printing Co., notices,
J. P. Drown, trucking,
Mrs. Phylura Weeks, hens killed,
Raymond B. Richardson, cow injured,















By balance from 1924,





Received for interest on daily balances, $164 14
Total credits,
Transferred from fuel account,
Transferred from street lights.






Transferred from overlay, 1924,
$164




raid ^rwiri Stale ({as & Klcciric Co., ^\(),4(')\ 65
'J^ranHlerrod to C'iiy Poor Account, ],:')12 55




P>y appropriation, $12,000 00
SAMPSON POST, (J. A. R.
Paid ILL. Worcester, Q. M., $200 00
Credit
lly ap()ro|)rialion, $200 00
crrY HALL ponds
{•aid Jolin L. Co|)|), treasurer, $5,000 00
Credit
Py appropriation, $5,000 00
LAS1^ KOCIIMSTKR PIJPLIC LIPRARY AND
RLADINC; ROOM
Paid CeorRe A. Llliott, treasurer, $200 00
('redit
I^.y appropriation, $200 00
CITY OV ROCUKSTPJR f'M
COUNTY OV ST ItA FFO It I
J
I'aifj Frank it. JilisH, troasurcr, .^22,055 27
Crkdit
By app^"opn'aliori, $22,055 27
STA^IF OF NFW HAMinSifllltF
i'aid il. F. C^harnbrirlain, State treasurer,
final payment State bonus, .$9,5'i0 00
H. E. C'hamherlain, State treasurer,
Stat(j tax, 25,980 00
Total expenditures, $35,510 00
Crkdit
Jteceived on account of:
Interest on flividends, $4,675 24
Savinj^s bank, 15 44
Savings bank tax, J 8,084 57
Itailroad tax, 5,215 .'i.'i
Insurance tax, 120 38
^lotal credits, $28,710 96
JJeficit carried to 1926, 6,799 04
$35,510 00
FUEL FOit CITY HALL
Paid Victor E. J^ai^e, .'i8 tons e^K coal, $585 50
A. F. Bradley, 100 tons egj^ coal, J,450 00





city of rochester 71
Credit
By appropriation, $5,000 00
Received from Leah Tarbox, 23 50
Transferred from Street Lights Dept., 1,312 55
$6,336 05
NEW EQUIPMENT
Paid Frank H. Osgood, deed of land and
stable building, Hanson Street, $6,000 00
Credit
By appropriation, $6,000 00
OVERLAY OF TAXES, 1924





Transferred to Parks and Commons,
Transferred to Interest,








Fuel for City Hall, $464 50
Street Lights, 1,538 35




Street Sprinkling, 2,686 00
Salary, 375 19
School, 1,113 62
Overlay of taxes, 1924, 4,182 53




Street Sprinkling to Highways,
Salary to Interest,
Schools to Interest,
Overlay of Taxes 1924 to Sewerage,
Overlay of Taxes 1924 to Parks and Com-
mons,
Overlay of Taxes 1924 to Interest,
Overlay of Taxes 1924 to Fire,
Dog Depredations to Schools,
Clerk's Fees to Miscellaneous,
Deficit in Fire Dept., carried to 1926,
Deficit in State Highway, carried to 1926, to
be taken care of with State money due
in January, 308 00
Deficit in State of New Hampshire account
carried to 1926, to be taken care of
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White Pine Blister Rust, 500 00
Deed of Hanson St. stable, 6,000 00




city of rochester 77
Credit
Paid treasurer, $447,692 77
Cash in hands of City Clerk, Dec. 31, 1925, 791 99
Over deposited, 1924, 6 70
Cr. to Dog Depredations through mistake
1924, adjusted by treasurer's receipt
No. 3, 1925, 50 00
$448,541 46
This is to certify that I have examined the ac-
counts of the City Clerk for the year 1925, and I be-
lieve the above statement to be a true and correct







Municipal bonds, $98,000 00
Municipal highway bonds, 5,000 00
City Hall bonds, 4,000 00
Borrowed in anticipation of taxes, 40,000 00
Accrued interest, 1,875 75
Checks out unpaid, 5,167 46
Due on sundry accounts, 2,349 22
Amount due water works on account, 13,118 12
Credit
$169,510 55
Boston and Maine stock, $360 00
Due from sundry accounts, 1,626 19
Due on collector's list, 1925, 42,351 07
Cash in hands of Treasurer, 16,445 83
Cash in hands of Collector, 2,129 22
Cash in hands of Clerk, 1,038 47
$63,950 78
Net indebtedness, $105,559 77
Assets of Water Works
Securities and investments, $12,718 15
Due from City, 13,118 12
$25,836 27
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STATEMENT OF W. K. KIMBALL, TAX
COLLECTOR
At the Close of Business, December 31, 1925
Real estate commitment, $251,294 38
Added list, 2,037 80
Bank stock, 1,198 85
Interest collected, 146 00
Poll tax commitment, 10,410 00
Added list, 33 00
$265,120 03
Credit
Collected and paid treasurer, $218,083 98




Balance due on 1925 tax, uncollected, $42,351 07
I hereby certify that I have examined the ac-
counts of Wm. K. Kimball, tax collector, of the City
of Rochester, N. H., for the year 1925, and find the
above statement to be a true record of the account, as
of December, 31, 1925.
BYRON H. HORNE,
Auditor.
STATEMENT OF W. K. KIMBALL
Tax Collector of the City of Rochester, March 7, 1925
Cash on hand January 3, 1925, $11,121 32
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Balance of 1924 tax to be collected,
Interest collected since Jan. 1, 1925,
National Bank stock tax,
Added list.
Credit
Abatements allowed by Assessors,
Collected and paid to treasurer,
8,279
Abatements
W. K. Kimball's List, 1924
Antel, Luc, ex-soldier,
Andrew, Clarence, over seventy,
Andrew, C. M., real estate,
Authier, Arthur Jr., paid in Dover,





Blaisdell, Geo. A., real estate,
Berry, John F., ex-soldier,
Broulette, Emily, over seventy,
Beaulieu, Henry, real estate,
Boivin, Lillian, moved,
Breton, John, over seventy,
Burns, John, dead.
Bush, John W., dead,
Belanger, M., paid in Massachusetts,
Blake, Nettie E., paid in Manchester,
Brock, Mary E., dead,
Brock, Ralph, not twenty-one,
Burleigh, Charley, unknown.
Brock, Frank H., dead,
Bickford, Arthur H., real estate,
Bickford, Dorcas F., over taxed,
Boston, Stephen A., over seventy,
Bunker, Orison 0., overtaxed,
Brock, Lydia F., over seventy.
$5 00
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Blake, Anna L., paid in Claremont,
Blaisdell, Mrs. Woodbury, taxed twice,
Beaulieu, Raymond, not twenty-one,
Bingham, Ann, over seventy,
Carpenter, Audrey, moved.
Carpenter, Pluma, moved,
Canney, Sarah, taxed twice,
Cook, Mary, poor,
Corson, George, moved,
Cullen, William, taxed twice,
Creteau, Ernest J., taxed twice,
Cormier, Lena, paid in Springvale, Me.,
Cormier, Joseph, paid in Springvale, Me.,
Conelomas, John, unknown,
Connelly, Neil J., ex-soldier,
Crockett, Ella, taxed twice,
Carpenter, Roy, paid in Portland, Me.,
Cate, Henry L., unknown,
Churchill, Dorothy M., paid in Worcester,
Mass.,
Connelly, Katherine, taxed twice,
Cilley, James A., ex soldier.
Chapman, Frank, error,
Charles, Leroy W., ex-soldier,
Chretien, Eugene, over taxed,
Chesley, Hazel B., over taxed,
Dudley, Elizabeth, taxed twice,
Dixon, James J., real estate,
Daggett, Lucy, real estate,
Delorer, Louis, paid in Massachusetts,
Dubois, Thomas, ex-soldier,
Daley, Ellen M., paid in Vermont,
Dixon, Chas. A., navy,
Doris, Mildred, over taxed,
Daggett, James A., taxed twice,
•5
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Evans, Susie A., real estate,
Edgerly, James H., taxed twice,
Emerson, Geo. M., paid in Northwood,
Eaton, Harold E., ex-soldier,
Emerson, John N,, over taxed,
Fisher, Russell E., ex-soldier,
Foss, Minnie E., paid in Strafford,
Foster, Jennie C, paid in Massachusetts,
Flinn, Elmer, paid in Lawrence, Mass.,
Foster, Mabel G., poor.
Fanning, John A., taxed twice,
Farrand, Edward E., taxed twice,
Farming, Mary J., real estate,
Foss, Lizzie F., real estate,
Fabian, W. A., ex-soldier,
Gray, Edgar, paid in Milton,
Gray, Susan, paid in Milton,
Gosselin, Joseph, taxed twice,
Goodrich, Bessie 0., paid in Wells, Me.,
Grassie, Leo J., paid in So. Lebanon, Me.,
Geary, Samuel, paid in Wolfeboro,
Geary, Cora, paid in Wolfeboro,
Garon, Ernest, paid in Massachusetts,
Garon, Annie, paid in Massachusetts,
Gaines, Wm., moved to Pennsylvania,
Gaines, Beulah, moved to Pennsylvania,
Glidden, Chas. A., Jr., poor,
Guay, Julia, poor,
Gagnon. Mr. J., paid in Canada,
Goodwin, Harold, ex-soldier,
Goodale, Ora W., real estate,
Gayer, Earl G., Indiana,
Goodwin, Emma, unknown,
Gagne, Geo., repairing road,
Gagne, Omer, ex-soldier, 29 23
5
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Ham, Ralph A., real estate,
Hughes, Peter, real estate,
Healey, Katherine A., poor,
Hoyt, Evelyn G., taxed twice,
Hamel, Grace P., paid in Somersworth,
Hill, Josephine, paid in Lawrence, Mass.,
Hall, Grace, poor,
Hussey, Sarah, real estate,
Hayes, Etta B., paid in Lebanon, Me.,
Hall, Mrs. D. C., paid in Massachusetts,
Hartigan, John, over seventy.
Hasty, Thomas, poor,
Hughes, Felix, taxed twice,
Hartford, Louis, paid in Milton,
Henderson, Stella, poor.
Hall, John W., paid in Portland, Me.,
Hanson, John M., poor.
Holt, James H., dead.
Home, Chas. H., over seventy,
Hutchins, Norman C., ex-soldier,
Hogan, Maude E., paid in Massachusetts,
Haskell, Mrs. Georgie E., paid in Water-
ford, Me.,
Hall, Leon F., over taxed,
Hanson, John N. Est., taxed twice,
Hazelton, Frank, ex-soldier,
Hartigan, James P., ex-soldier,
Hersom, Chester M., ex-soldier,
Hodges, Lindo A., over taxed,
Jaquith, Frank, paid in Dover,
Jellerson, Stella M., taxed twice,
Judd, Rose P., paid in Wolfeboro,
Judd, John C., moved,
Jackson, Chas. H., over seventy,
Johnson, Harold, over taxed.
5 00
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Jenness, Isaac B., over taxed, 4 84
Kenniston, Eddie R. Est, 5 00
Kimball, Harry V., ex-soldier, 5 00
Kimball, Ida M., taxed twice, 5 00
Labby, Thomas, real estate, 5 00
Leary, John, taxed twice, 5 00
Leavitt, Frank, real estate, 5 00
Leary, Nora, real estate, 5 00
Lanoix, Ethel C, taxed twice, 5 00
Lapierre, Flora, paid in Milton, 5 00
Larion, Emma, dead, 5 00
Lafontaine, Arthur, real estate, 5 00
Langevin, Willie, poor, 5 00
Langevin, Eleonore, poor, 5 00
Langevin, Joseph, dead, 5 00
Lessard, A. J., real estate, 5 00
Loveland, Annette, taxed twice, 5 00
Lawson, Chas. A., blind, 5 00
Leighton, Chas. A., taxed twice, 5 00
Lord, Albert C, paid in Sanbornville, 5 00
Lowell, Herbert, paid in Milton, 5 00
Littlefield, Harry R., ex-soldier, 5 00
Lowd, Nancy M., over taxed, 5 00
Lanoix, Napoleon, over taxed, 5 00
Lazaros, Charles, over taxed, 5 00
Leavitt, A. L., over taxed, 5 00
Littlefield, Eugene R., over taxed, 5 00
Libby, John W., taxed twice, 4 85
Merrill, Herbert L., paid in Concord, 5 00
Murray, Katherine J., poor, 5 00
Morin, Pitt, Canada, 5 00
Morse, Bertram J., paid in Maine, 5 00
Maloney, John, real estate, 5 00
Meader, Adelie, over seventy, 5 00




Mason, Ella I., taxed twice, 5 00
McDuffee, John, moved, 5 00
McDuffee, Martha, taxed twice, 5 00
Miller, Hugh R,, ex-soldier, 5 00
Morrill, Ernest M., taxed twice, 5 00
Morin, Thomas, real estate, 5 00
Morrison, Isabelle, over seventy, 5 00
Massey, Edward H., taxed twice, 5 00
Mills, Geo. W., over taxed, 5 00
McCrillis, Mark and Charles, over taxed, 5 00
Nangle, Mary M., paid in Dover, 5 00
Newbury, Walter A., ex-soldier, 5 00
O'Brien, Fred, taxed twice, 5 00
Osgood, Fred L., paid in New York, 5 00
Osgood, Inez Y., paid in New York, 5 00
Otis, John R., over taxed, 5 00
Pike, Joseph, paid in Middleboro, Mass., 5 00
Pike, Mabelle, real estate, 5 00
Phillip, Palmer, taxed twice, 5 00
Pineault, Paul, paid in Somersworth, 5 00
Potvin, Alphonse F., real estate, 5 00
Pierce, Russell, taxed twice, 5 00
Paste, Mrs. Andrew, paid in Medford, Me., 5 00
Plourd, Arthur, ex-soldier, 5 00
Potvin, Emma, paid in Canada, 5 00
Potvin, Daniel, cripple, 5 00
Paquette, Louis D., Central Falls, R. I., 5 00
Potvin, Adrien, ex-soldier, 5 00
Potvin, Antonia, poor, 5 00
Palmer, Frank, taxed twice, 5 00
Peterson, Sarah, dead, 5 00
Priestley, John, unknown, 5 00
Perkins, Arthur M., ex-soldier, 5 00
Pease, Willis S., taxed twice, 5 00
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Pratt, Grace W., real estate,
Prince, Laura A., paid in Portsmouth,
Pinkham, William E., over taxed,
Pluff, Alvin A., ex-soldier,
Purdy, Ruth P., paid in Peabody, Mass.,
Russell, Thomas, paid in Barton, Vt.,
Rogers, Louis, taxed twice,
Rogers, Geo. T., paid in Kittery, Me.,
Rust, Margaret T., moved to Massachusetts,
Remy, Lucien, paid in Boston, Mass.,
Remj^ Flora, paid in Boston, Mass.,
Ricci, George, Revere, Mass.,
Ruel, Emma, paid in Springfield, Mass.,
Rand, James M., real estate,
Rolfe, George, over taxed,
Richie, Gedeon, over seventy,
Roberts, Dr. Walter J., ex-soldier,
Sleeper, Alice, over seventy,
Sherer, Cora, New York,
Schafer, Joseph, ex-soldier,
Sherwood, Floyde F., ex-soldier,
Small, James R., moved,
Smith, Katherine L., paid in Boston, Mass.,
Stuart, Chester D., paid in Massachusetts,
St, Pierre, Wilfred, paid in Suncook,
St. Pierre, Marion, paid in Suncook,
Stewart, Lois, moved to Arizona,
Stearns, Grace, taxed twice,
Stearns, Nellie, paid in Deerfield,
Shapleigh, Sarah E., dead,
Sanders, Marion A,, moved,
Smith, William, paid in Lawrence, Mass.,
Shepard, Cecil, real estate,
Shaw, Ida, real estate,
Spencer, William, taxed twice,
5
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Scahill, Patrick, real estate,
Sweet, Donald, paid in Massachusetts,
Standley, Frances 0., paid in Swampscott,
Mass.,
Stevenson, Lonora G., dead,
Shorey, L. F., over taxed,
Shorey, Sewell, over taxed,
Smallcorn, Wm. E., dead,
Stewart, Chester D., over taxed,
St. Lawrence, Dolphis, ex-soldier,
Smith, Vera V., poor,
Twombly, Agnes, paid in Haverhill, Mass.,
Torono, Etta M,, Massachusetts,
Thompson, Allen, moved,
Troy, Catherine, sick,
Twitchell, Doris, not twenty-one,
Talbott, Alfred, paid in Exeter,
Thayer, Georginia, Thayer, Mass.,
Thayer, Mrs. J., Thayer, Mass.,
Travis, Lillian, moved,
Travis, Oza Ed., moved,
Thompson, John, over seventy,
Trafton, Annie B., Arizona,
Therrien, Gedeon, paid in Massachusetts,
Thompson, Fred E., taxed twice,
Thompson, Ed. H. C., Winchester, Mass.,
Tibbetts, Alice M., invalid,
Tibbetts, Chester E., taxed twice,
Thibodeau, Fred S., over taxed,
Teague, James and Neal, over taxed,
Turmelle, Joseph, over taxed,
Turmelle, Thomas J., taxed twice,
Timson, Chas., dead,
Varney, David, unknown,
Varney, Harold R., ex-soldier,
5
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Van Buskirk, Margaret, taxed twice,
Verow, Thomas, ex-soldier,
Waterhouse, Lillian J., poor,
Watson, Sarah A., paid in Manchester,
Watson, Emily P., paid in Manchester,
Welch, Carrie, moved,
Weare, Alonzo, ex-soldier,




ADDITIONAL ABATEMENTS, 1924—W. K. KIM-
BALL
Cadran, Minnie, poor, $5 00
Downs, Bertha, poor,









Annis, Everett G., poor,
Cavanaugh, Annie, poor,
Cavanaugh, Lillian, poor.
Dame, Bertha M., poor,
Grant, Marguere, Sanbornville,
Home, Lottie B., poor,
MacRae, Ethel L,, poor,
Thompson, George M., Massachusetts,
Van Buskirk, Margaret, poor,
Corson, Elb. H., taxed twice.
Smith, Meritt Lillian, over taxed,
Therreault, Jos., over taxed,
Varney, Eva E., taxed twice.
Gate, Eugene P., taxed twice,
Colman, Chas. D., over taxed,
Morrill, Avis, over taxed,
Balimos, Costes, over taxed,
Blake, Holman P., over taxed,
Hutchins, J. H., taxed twice,
5
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Palmer, Geo. C, over taxed,
Sawyer, Guy L., taxed twice,
Report of the City Treasurer
statement of John L. Copp, Treasurer of the City of
Rochester, N. H., for the Year 1925
Receipts
Jan. 1, 1925, balance,
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Notes and interest, 85,612 00
City bonds, 19,200 00
City coupons, 6,000 00
Miscellaneous, 91,789 95




Jan. 1, 1926, balance, $16,445 83
JOHN L. COPP,
City Treasurer.
I have examined the record of the receipts and
expenditures of John L. Copp, Treasurer, for the





STATEMENT OF THE DOG LICENSE ACCOUNT
For the Year 1925
Receipts
Balance on hand Jan. 1, 1925, $1,268 78
Received from City Clerk for licenses, 1,530 12
$2,798 90
Expenditures
Paid to school department, • $1,281 52
Paid sundry accounts, dog depredations, 216 75




I have examined the Dog License account of J. L.
Copp, City Treasurer, for the year 1925, and find the









Donors: Seth Adams and Lewis Tebbetts.
Purpose: Income to be paid to poor widows, orphans
and maiden ladies.
Investment : Principal, City of Rochester Municipal
Bonds, 1930 series.






Donor: Priscilla J. Abbott.
Purpose: Income to be expended in caring for and
beautifying family burial lot of donor, No. 130,
Rochester Cemetery.
Investment: Principal, City of Rochester Municipal
Bonds, 1932 series.
Income, Rochester Trust Company.
Statement
1925
Jan. 1 By collected coupons, city
bonds, $12 00
To check paid Rochester
Cemetery Association for
care of lot, $12 00
DORE CEMETERY FUND
Amount: $400.
Donor: Annie R. Dore.
Purpose : The care of burial lot of said donor on home-
stead farm of said deceased near Pickering's
Crossing.
Investment: Principal, City of Rochester Municipal
Bonds, 1932 series.
Statement
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ESTES CEMETERY FUND
Amount: $200.
Donor: Elizabeth C. Estes.
Purpose: Perpetual care of donor's burial lot.
Investment: Principal, City of Rochester Municipal
Bonds, 1932 series.





Jan. 1 Balance carried into 1925, $25 00
By collected on city bond
coupons, 120 00
$145 00
To paid Rochester Ceme-
tery Association for
care, etc., $145 00
MORRILL CEMETERY FUND
Amount: $100.
Donor : Lizzie A. Morrill.
Purpose : Income to be used for perpetual care of de-
ceased's lot in the cemetery on Cypress avenue,
No. 361.
Investment: Principal, City of Rochester Municipal
Bonds, 1932 series.
Balance, Rochester Trust Company.
Statement
1925
Jan. 1 By collected coupons, city
bond, $4 00
To check Rochester Ceme-
tery Association for
care, $4 00
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MOORE CEMETERY FUND
Amount: $200.
Donor: John E. Moore.
Purpose : Income to be expended annually for the care
of donor's burial lot and the lot of James L. Allen
in Gonic cemetery ; the balance, if any, to be used
for the care of the graves of soldiers who served
in the War of the Rebellion, and are buried in said
cemetery.




To check paid Gonic Ceme-
tery Association, for care
of lot, $8 00
By collected coupons on
city bonds, $8 00
BOOTHBY CEMETERY FUND
Amount: $100.
Donor: Edwin L. Shorey.
Purpose
: Income to be used for perpetual care of Lot
No. 415, known as the Kate M. Boothby Lot on
the North Side of Cemetery on Avenues North,
Locust and Myrtle.
Received December 19, 1921, $100 00
Invested: Certificate of Deposit No. 3485 Rochester
Trust Co. Municipal Bond to be purchased for
this fund, when one is available.
Dividend, Book No. 3485, $4 OO




Donor: Lewis W. Tebbetts.
Purpose: Keeping in good repair and condition the
Wingate family burying ground, which is located
across the road from the Wingate homestead on
the Salmon Falls road in said Rochester.




To check in payment
Rochester Cemetery As-
sociation, labor, etc., $8 00
By collected coupons on
city bonds, $8 00
OLD TOWN FARM CEMETERY FUND
Amount: $286.67.
(This fund is made up from moneys received
from sale of lots in the past and principal as well
as income can be used.)




Jan. 1 Amount in bank, $268 21
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By dividend on deposit
Rochester Trust |Com-
pany, 10 46
Received for sale of lots, 18 00
$296 67
To paid Rochester Ceme-
tery Association for
care of cemetery, 10 00
Total on deposit, $286 67
OLD CEMETERY CONSERVATION FUND PER-
PETUA
Amount: 1918, $6,627.73; 1919, $6,968.10; 1920,
$6,555.09; 1921, $6,724.25; 1922, $6,687.84; 1923,
$6,589.74; 1924, $6,566.68; 1925, $6,385.19.
Donors: Charles A. C. Hanson, et als.
Purpose: Care and maintenance of Old Cemetery at
large and specific lots designated by donors.
Investments (showing increase for year.)
(1) Original Funds, $5,600 00
(City of Rochester, 1931 Municipal Bonds)
(2) New Bequests (See post list of contributors)
(Rochester Trust Co. Bk. No. 22705)
Apr. 5, 1920, Elijah E.
Roberts, $75 00
Sept. 15, 1920, Est. Geo.
W. Pendexter, 100 00
Dec. 6, 1920, Div., 2 00
June 6, 1921, 4 39
la
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Dec. 5, 1921, 3 62
June 5, 1922, 3 70
Dec. 4, 1922, 3 76
Dec. 4, 1923, 7 76
Dec. 1, 1924, 8 08
Dec. 7, 1925, 8 40
$216 71
(3) Emergency Fund, General
(Rochester Trust Co., Savings Dept.)
By Prin., Jan. 1, 1925, $44 81
By dividend on deposit, 1 78
$46 59
Paid Rochester Cemetery Ass'n., 18 00
$28 59
(4) Emergency Fund, Special
(Rochester Trust Co., Savings Dept.)
By Prin., Jan. 1, 1925, $685 56
By div. on deposit, 1925, 28 33
By Emergency Fund spe-
cial for year, i. e. 1-8
income, 28 00
$731 89
To carried to checking
account to pay bills
chargeable as below, 202 00
$539 89
Total principal (1), (2),
(3), and (4), as per
statement above, $6,385 19
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Statement
1925
Jan. 1 Balance carried into 1925, $30 97
By collected coupons on bonds, 224 00
By amount drawn from
Emergency Special
Book 3002, 202 00
To paid Rochester Ceme-
tery Association for
and material on indi-
vidual lots and Ceme-
tery at large, $210 61
To paid Rochester Cem-
etery Association for
emergency work and
material on the follow-
ing lots
:
Noah Tebbetts, $24 00
Farrington & Mc-
Duffee, 24 00
J. and D. Hanson, 28 00
Richardson & Bar-
nard, 10 00
David Barker, 2 00
Charles Dennett, 20 00
Hateville Knight, 4 OO
Ephraim Hammett, 4 oO
William Chase, 20 00
Enoch Whitehouse, 10 00
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AUDITOR'S CERTIFICATE
I have examined the accounts of the Trustees of
the Trust Funds of the City of Rochester for the year
1925, and find them correctly cast and properly vouch-
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Expenditures of Water Works
For the Year Ending December 31, 1925
PLUMBING ACCOUNT
Paid Ingersoll Rand Co., repairs, $44 85
Builders' Iron Foundry, C. I. pipe
' fittings.
Ware Coupling Co., couplings.
Red Hed Mfg. Co., brass fittings,
Boston Pipe & Fittings Co., brass
fittings.
Union Water Meter Co., brass fittings.
Pierce Perry Co., W. I. and brass pipe
and fittings,
Pittsburgh Meter Co., repairs,
Neptune Meter Co., new meters and
repairs,
National Meter Co., new meters and
repairs,
Gamon Meter Co., repairs,
Thompson Meter Co., repairs,
Hersey Meter Co., repairs,
Ludlow Valve Mfg. Co., hydrant re-
pairs,
Rensselaer Valve Co., hydrant repairs,
Braman Dow & Co., fittings,
E. F. Hamlin Brass Co., fittings,
Sumner & Dunbar, 6-in. C. I. pipe and
fittings, 245 76
17
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Paid J. B. Callahan, sharpening tools,
Ford Meter Box Co., 12 rams horns,
H. Mueller Mfg. Co., brass fittings,
A. W. Chesterton Co., packing,
W. G. Classon, 12 curb boxes,
George F. Caldwell, 1 valve box,
A. P. Covey, fittings,
J. H. Clow, fittings,
William Mann Co., plumbing book,
F. E. Hussey, express paid out,
Boston & Maine R. R., freight.
Pay Rolls, for labor,
Total expenditures, $8,024 77
$7
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Paid Studley Box & Lumber Co., buttings,
A. W. Chesterton, 1 bale waste and
one blow gun,
Leon C. Henderson, 1 bag,
Hervey Bros., oil.
Eagle Oil & Supply Co., oil and
wrenches.
Standard Oil Co., kerosene,
W. N. Morrison Co., repairs,
Ayers & Jenkins Co., hardware,
Eugene C. Foss Co., hardware,
Berry & Shorey, hardware,
Alvin A. Fluff, hardware,
John Littlefield, carpenter work,
Courier Publishing Co., cloth signs,
S. G. Turner, assignee, water bills re-
funded,
McShane's Garage, exchange of truck
and repairs,
Braman, Dow & Co., repairs,
Addressograph Co., repairs,
A. P. Covey, repairs,
T. W. Osgood, batteries and sta-
tionery,
George F. Wilson, repairing batteries,
Sumner & Dunbar, tools,
Mathieson Alkali Works, chemicals,
Ingersoll Rand Co., compressor re-
pairs,
H. L. Sawyer Co., lumber,
Dyar Sales Co., shovels,
Rensselaer Valve Co., hydrants and
repairs,
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Paid Spaulding Moss Co., blueprint, $2 60
M. E. Bennett Co., meter books, meter
reading books and packing, 112 49
Tropical Paint Co., paint for hydrants, 55 22
Federal Stores, one pup tent, 2 00
Rumsey Pump Co., 1 special hydrant
pump, 13 00
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., water
proof grease,
Neptune Meter Co., parts for meters,
George Lincoln, tending fires in garage.
Pierce Perry Co., repairs for tools,
Engesser & Schuster, electric thaw-
ing machine,
Richards & Co., lead wool,
Charles W. Varney & Co., premiums,
liability and fire,
L. T. Roberts, blacksmith work,
Harry A. Roberts, blacksmith work,
Rochester Printing Co., printing,
F. W. Fifield & Co., printing,
F. P. Meader, stationery.
Globe Store, 2 enamel pails.
Fire Dept., 1 electric lantern,
Harold C. Baker, 1 blow torch.
River Plate Steel Co., 3 bars steel,
W. S. Darley Co., pipe pusher and leak
detection apparatus.
Builders' Iron Foundry, castings,
Halliday, Penfield Co., lumber,
P. T. Lester, welding,
Bristol Co., pressure recording charts,
Palmer-Wright Co., oil clothing,
Boston & Maine R. R., freight.
Town of Strafford, taxes,
2
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Paid Town of Barrington, taxes
J. Frank Ellis, expenses,
F. E, Hussey, paid out for express,
Geo. P. Furbush, P. M., postage,
Twin State Gas & Electric Co., light,
New England Tel. & Tel. Co.,
John F. GrifRn, chauffeurs' licenses,
Salary Dept., clerk hire,
J. F. Ellis, superintendent,
Pay Rolls, for labor.
Total expenditures,
$157
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RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES OF WATER
WORKS, 1925
Receipts
1924 water rates collected, $10,017 36
1925 water rates collected, 16,676 90
1924 additional, 3 00
Previous bills collected, 23 81
Plumbing bills collected, 5,424 49
Previous plumbing collected, 957 18
Miscellaneous, collected, 94 40
Cash on hand uninvested Jan. 1, 1925, 1,002 14
$34,199 28
Expenditures
Plumbing account, $8,024 77
Maintenance account, 11,273 23
Construction account plumbing, 1,369 57
Construction account, 293 55
Cash on hand uninvested Jan.
1, 1926, 13,238 16
$34,199 28
Of this amount $360.14 is in the hands of the
Clerk.
ASSETS OF WATER WORKS, JAN. 1, 1926
Securities and investments, $12,718 15
Due from city, 13,118 12
$25,836 27
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I hereby certify that I have examined the ac-
counts of the Clerk of Water Works, for the year 1925,
and I believe the above statement to be a true state-




Clerk of the Water Board
In Account With Rochester Water Works
Cash on hand, Jan. 1, 1925, $304 56
1924 water rates collected, 10,017 36
1925 water rates collected, 16,676 90
1924 additional rates collected, 3 00
Previous bills collected, 23 81
Plumbing bills collected, 5,424 49
Previous plumbing bills collected, 957 18
Miscellaneous bills collected, 94 40
$33,501 70
Paid treasurer, $33,141 56
Cash on hand, 360 14
$33,501 70
I have examined the accounts of the Clerk of the
Water Works for the year 1925, and find the same
properly vouched and correctly cast and find the bal-
ance in his hands Dec. 31, 1925, to be three hundred






Superintendent of Water Works
For the Year Ending December 31, 1925
To the Committee on Water Works:
Gentlemen:—The thirty-fourth report of this
department is herewith submitted.
Source of supply during the year: Round Pond,
Jan. 1 to March 12; Reservoir, March 12 to July 2;
Round Pond, July 2 to Nov. 6; Reservoir, Nov, 6 to
Dec. 31.
The supply veas ample, and the city is very fort-
unate in that respect, when we take in consideration
the lack of rain.
A line of 1-in. pipe was removed in Dodge Court,
and was replaced by 2in- galvanized W. I. pipe, a dis-
tance of 123 ft., 10 in.
244 ft. of 1-in. pipe was removed on Weare St.,
East Rochester, and replaced by 2-in. galvanized W.
I. pipe.
Construction is as follows:
Off Harding St. to Sarah Jones' house, 1-
in. brass pipe, 190 feet
Extension on Rochester Hill and Crockett
St., 2-in. galvanized W. I. pipe, 1,413 feet
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Richardson St., off Rochester Hill, 2-in gal-
vanized W. I. pipe, 330 feet
Off Charles St., 2-in. galvanized W. I. pipe, 275 feet
2,208 feet
A short line of 6-in. was laid, and gate set on end
of same at the corner of Congress and Myrtle streets,
to save cutting the hot top street, and this line will
be completed in the spring, and a hydrant set near
Ela Court.
A hydrant was installed, steamer type, on Union
street, near North Main, to prevent stopping of traffic
as the hydrants are on the opposite side of North
Main street.
We also installed steamer type hydrant for E. G.
& E. Wallace in new location near stand pipe. This
hydrant is private.
Number of hydrants installed:






Services to date, 1,904
Joint leaks in main pipe, 4
Leak in service pipe, 1
Number of feet of service pipe laid during the year:
%.-in. Galv. W. I. pipe, 566 feet 11 inches
1-in. Galv. W. L pipe, 175 feet 5 inches
%-m. Brass pipe, 6,747 feet 2 inches
1-in. Brass pipe, 572 feet 6 inches
8a
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About 81 per cent, of all services are now metered.
The following table gives size, make, and number
of meters in use in the City.
': % % 1
Report of
Superintendent of Sewers
For the Year Ending December 31, 1925
To the Committee on Sewers:
Gentlemen:—The annual report of the sewer de-
partment is herewith submitted:
Number of permits to do plumbing, 47
Connections to main sewer, 31
Connections to date, 1,514
Connections cleaned, 20
One sewer connection lowered on No. Main Street.
Another relaid with extra heavy soil pipe on ac-
count of roots.
Dug up and repaired main sewer on Oak street,
Gonic. This trouble was caused by frost.
Extended main sewer at the lower end of Union
street. East Rochester. 247 feet
Extended main on Knight street, 78 feet
Also off Charles stTeet, 221 feet




Report of City Marshal
To the Honorable Mayor and City Council of the City
of Rochester
:
Gentlemen :—I hereby submit the annual report
of the Police Department for the year ending Decem-
ber 31, 1925:
Whole number of arrests for the year, 154
No. 1
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6 Paid fine of $50.00 and costs, 1
Fined $50.00 and costs (appealed
to Superior Court), 1
7 Fined $100.00 and costs, and 120
days in jail, 2
8 Fined $100.00 and costs, and 30
days in jail, ( appealed to Su-
perior Court), 1
9 Paid fine of $50.00 and costs, and
licenses suspended, 5
Paid fine of $25.00 and costs, 2
Paid fine of $10.00 and costs, 1
10 60 days in jail, 2
60 days in jail, (appealed to Su-
perior Court), 2
$50.00 and costs, and 30 days in jail, 1
$200.00 and costs, and 3 months in
jail, 1
Not guilty, 1
11 Fined $50.00 and costs, 1
Fined $25.00 and costs, 4
Fined $10.00 and costs, 1
12 Fined $25.00 and costs, 2
Fined $15.00 and costs, 1
Fined $10.00 and costs, 1
13 Fined $25.00 and costs, 3
14 Fined $10.00 and costs, 1
Placed on file, 1
15 60 days in jail, (spspended in pay-
ment of $10.00 per week to wife)
,
1
60 days in jail, (suspended on mak-
ing pay over to wife), 1
Dismissed on agreement of parties, 1
16 Held in $200.00 bonds for Superior
Court, 1
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Turned over to Rockingham County
officers, 1
17 Held in $500.00 bonds for Superior
Court, 1
18 3 months at house of correction, 1
19 4 months in jail, 1
20 60 days in jail suspended during
good behavior, 1
30 days in jail, suspended during
good behavior, 1
Nol prossed on payment of $5.00
per week until Superior Court, 1
21 Fined $50.00 and 3 months in jail, 1
22 Fined $10.00 and costs, 1
23 Fined $100.00 and costs, 1
24 Fined $10.00 and costs, 1
25 Fined $10.00 and costs, 1
26 Turned over to Massachusetts officer, 2
27 Fined $25.00 and costs, 1
Fined $15.00 and costs, ' 4
28 Placed on file on conditions, 1
Lodgers for year, 1,038
Lights reported out, 27
Doors unlocked, 8
In conclusion I wish to express my sincere thanks
to the Honorable Judge and Clerk of Court, to the City
Solicitor and to the Committee on Police for their
hearty cooperation and pleasant relations, also to the





Chief Engineer of Fire Department
To the Honorable Mayor and City Council:
In rendering my report of the Fire Department
for the year ending December 31, 1925, I would state
that we have been very fortunate in not having many
very serious fires this year, and the city is well
equipped with up to-date equipment. I don't think
any city of its size has any better, and the personnel of
the department was never better than at the present
time; every member being ready, willing and fearless
in the discharge of his duty.
There have been eighteen bell alarms, one hun-
dred twenty-nine still alarms, mostly for chimney
fires, twenty-six brush and forest fires, in the city pro-
per; five bell alarms, seventeen still alarms at East
Rochester; three bell alarms, seventeen still alarms at
Gonic, making a total of two hundred fifteen alarms
for the year.
The amount of property involved is as follows
:
Value of buildings, $188,650 00
Insurance on same, 140,250 00
Losses paid, 24,249 96
Value of contents, 121,651 00
Insurance on same, 91,774 00
Losses paid, 39,196 73
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The amount of property involved in fires outside
the hydrant services is as follow^s
:
Value of buildings, $3,500 00
Insurance on same, 5,600 00
Losses paid, • 3,199 00
Value of contents, 5,950 00
Insurance on same, 2,000 00
Losses paid, 1,575 00
This year the city purchased a Reo chassis, and
had it equipped for fire by the American LaFrance
Fire Engine Co. This truck is used for chimney fires,
brush fires, picking up wet hose, and a supply car,
which will save on the large cars.
The city purchased two sirens, one for the corner
of Hanson Street and one for the corner by the post
office. They are to warn the public that there is a
fire, so go to the side of the street and remain there
until the fire trucks go past.
The city also purchased a transmitting box which
will be installed in central station as soon as they com-
plete our new wiring for our fire alarm system.
I will recommend that the city purchase 1,500
feet of 21/2-in. rubber lined double jacket hose. Gonic
and East Rochester must have hose this coming year.
There have been a number of petitions brought
before the City Council for more fire alarm boxes, and
I will recommend that the city purchase more boxes
this year.
I will state that the city has made a great im-
provement in the fire station this year. They have
taken the horses to their new stable, and removed the
horse stalls and the old sheathing, and replaced it with
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new. They also removed the large chimney that was
in the center of the station and placed it on one side of
the station. They also put copper all around the
eaves of the station, and after all the changes it was
necessary to put in a new heating system.
Gentlemen: I will take this opportunity to give
all the tax-payers of the city an invitation to call and
look over the fire station, and see the improvements
that have been made this year.
If the city will complete what is necessary this
coming year, it will have one of the best three run
fire stations in the state.
In behalf of the fire department, I will take this
opportunity to extend our sincere thanks to all those
who have been so kind and have given to the depart-
ment to show that they appreciate their good work.
In behalf of the board of engineers, I will take
this opportunity to extend our sincere thanks to all
the officers and members of the fire department for
the promptness in which they have discharged their
duties during the past year.
In conclusion I will take this method to thank the
Mayor and Fire Committee, and members of the City
Council for what they have done for the fire depart-
ment during the year just ended, and we hope the new
year will be as pleasant as last year.
Respectfully submitted,
JOHN F. NUTE,
Chief Engineer of Fire Department.
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ROCHESTER FIRE ALARM
16 North Main street, corner Bridge street.
17 Main street, corner Congress street.
21 River street, corner Lafayette street.
23 Waldron avenue, corner Chestnut street.
24 Pine street, corner Brattle street.
25 North Main street, near Rochester Grocery Co.'s
store.
27 North Main street, opposite North Street.
31 Wakefield street, near schoolhouse.
32 Upper Wakefield street, between Pleasant and
Orchard streets.
33 Hanson street, near the Rochester hotel.
34 Summer street, near stone house.
35 Portland street, near Gerrish court.
36 King street, corner Court street.
37 Foot of Silver street.
38 Glenwood avenue.
41 South Main street, near Wallace's shop.
43 Upham street, near Lincoln street.
47 Foot of Charles street, near electric car barn.
52 Charles street, corner May street.
54 Charles street, corner Woodman street.
SIGNALS
1 Engineer's test.
2 Fire all out.
6 Brush fire or fire at a distance.
22-22 Two blasts on the fire alarm repeated once will
be the signal for no school.
Telephone service for calling the Chief En-
gineer at Fire Station, call 89; residence,
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Report of City Solicitor
To the Honorable Mayor and City Council of the City
of Rochester:
It is somewhat remarkable and very satisfactory
to realize that the city has handled its municipal
affairs for a period of years collecting and expending
in protecting and promoting health, education and
happiness of its citizens, and in making public im-
provements, and in handling municipal affairs, more
than a million of dollars, without the expenditure of
a cent in court litigation, and that we are now free
of law suits save the Bill in Equity filed in the Su-
perior Court for this County by George J. Barber at
the September Term, 1925, to compel the School
Board to permit his two children, Helen and Dan Bar-
ber, to attend school without being vaccinated, or ex-
cused therefrom on certificate of a practicing physi-
cian as required by the State Board of Health, and the
law. The answer of the city and action of the School
Board was sustained by the Superior Court to which
Barber excepted, and the law question raised was
taken by him to the Supreme Court for decision. Be-
lieving the supervision and enforcement of the vacci-
nation law is to a large extent in charge of the State
Board of Health, and is a State question, with the ad-
vice of the Mayor, we have referred the whole matter
to the State Board of Health and the Attorney Gen-
eral's office for their action.
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There are no other suits or claims pending





Report of Board of Health
To the Honorable Mayor and City Council of the City
of Rochester :
We herewith submit our report for the year end-
ing December 31, 1925.






Number of complaints, all investigated, 24
Number of houses fumigated, 6
Number of rooms fumigated, 30
Number dead animals taken care of, 25
Respectfully submitted,
; D. L. STOKES, M. D.,
FORREST L. KEAY, M. D.,
JOHN I. RANKIN,
Board of Health.
Report of Overseer of Poor
To the Honorable Mayor and City Council of the City
of Rochester:
Following is a list of names of the City Poor and
the amount of assistance furnished each applicant,
for the year ending December 31, 1925:
Mrs. Louis Labrie, $168 00
Henry Perreault, 120 00
Mrs. David Morin, 779 25
Thomas Vachon, 180 00
Nettie Bickford, 516 65
Mrs. Albert Rollins, 148 12
Beatrice and Anna Sylvain, 360 00
Mrs. John Tibbetts, 144 00
Sarah McCallion, 30 00
Mrs. Louis Cormier, 120 00
Mrs. Annie Kenyon, 75 05
Mrs. Mattie Lyle, 128 50
Mrs. Otis Thomas, 38 00
Mrs. John Ramsbottom, 144 00
Mrs. C. W. Tarbox, 318 14
Isaac Wentworth, 120 00
Annie Ross, 208 33
Johnny Poulin, 120 00
Alfred Sylvain, 120 00
Joseph Gagne, 196 25
Margaret Morgan, 40 00
Joseph Stone, 96 00
Adrien Potvin, 136 09
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James B. Estes,















Amount furnished dependent soldiers,
Total amount expended,
Amount of appropriation,
Amount expended over appropriation,
Respectfully submitted.
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At a meeting of the trustees of the Rochester
Public Library, December 31, 1925, it was voted that
the report of the secretary, librarian and treasurer be
presented to the city council as the annual report of
the trustees for the year, 1925.
Rochester Public Library
TRUSTEES
Elihu a. Corson, ex-offlcio




To the Hoyiorahle Mayor and City Council:
Gentlemen:—I have the honor to present the
thirty-second annual report of the trustees also the
librarian's and treasurer's report for the year ending
December 31, 1925.
We have purchased ten extension book shelves and
two small book cases and have also built some shelving
in the basement for books. During the coming year
more shelves and stacks must be added to properly
care for the books.
We wish to express to the Mayor, the Honorable
Elihu A. Corson, and members of the City Council our
appreciation for the repairs made on the building, new
frames in the basement windows also metal weather
strips in all the windows. We find it makes a great
difference in the warmth of the building.
We need the coming year a new boiler. The
present boiler leaks and has to be run at a low pres-
sure. We trust the Mayor and Council will see that a
new boiler is purchased. One that will heat the build-
ing properly and with safety.
We have purchased an up-to-date encyclopedia
and other helpful and valuable books and have en-
deavored to satisfy the demands of the patrons for
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popular books. For further reference to books and
periodicals purchased and work of the Library we
would refer you to the report of the librarian.
It has always been the policy of the trustees to
keep within the appropriation but we find the cost of
books and periodicals is high. If we continue to
maintain the library and its usefulness to the public
we request that the appropriation for 1926 be $7,500.
The trustees wish to express their appreciation of
the interest taken by Mr. Neal in his care of the build-
ing.
The trustees also appreciate the work done by the
librarian and the assistants in their endeavor to satis-




Rochester, N. H., December 31, 1925.
Report of Libraiian
To the Board of Trustees of the Rochester Public
Library :
Gentlemen:—Again we come before you with a
record of a year's work. Work which cannot be es-
timated by a yard stick rule, by weight in ounces and
pounds or computed by the expenditure of dollars.
To run a library well it must not only have a good
appropriation but an interested Board of Trustees, a
librarian who makes it her chief interest in life and a
staff of competent helpers. These entail the spending
of money, for no matter how much one is willing to do
for love of the work, food, shelter and clothing must
be provided.
Then, it must each year, add up-to-date books, as
many as possible. Do you realize how much of an
upheavel the war has caused in the library world, not
alone in the higher cost of books, but from the geo-
graphic, historic, scientific, ethical and religious stand-
points. So many things are viewed from a different
angle. Even the children do not want many of the
books of a decade ago. It is therefore only by eternal
vigilance and the expenditure of much money that the
library can be kept from the out-of-date class.
Among the books purchased this year were the
Encyclopedia Americana in its 1925 edition and a few
other reference books, many volumes of modern drama
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and essays, many volumes of interesting travel and
biography, some books of science and useful arts, the
best of the new fiction and children's books, duplicates
of some of the older stories and replacements of many
of the worn out and discarded books. 803 books have
been purchased, sixty added by binding magazines and
91 by gift. Making the total additions 954.
8 books have been lost or stolen, 66 have been dis-
carded because worn out or past their usefulness.
This makes the net gain for the year 880 and the num-
ber of volumes in the library, 24,962.
No department in our city has been administered
with more conscientious thought for every detail than
has the Hbrary. Pennies often assuming the pro-
portion of dollars in our budget. The library spends
much less than one dollar per citizen for its mainten-
ance, care, salaries and books, and yet, every citizen
in Rochester has free access to each of the 24,962
volumes, to comfortable reading and reference rooms
and 77 daily, weekly or monthly periodicals.
63,896 volumes have been given out and 17,008
readers and students counted in reading and reference
rooms. Each of the students receiving the required
help from some member of the library staff.
In addition to the reference work teachers have sub-
mitted Hsts of over 2,000 books, from which pupils,
from the seventh grade grammar to the senior at High
School, are supposed to select required reading. This
is the most difficult part of the circulation owing to the
fact that the library has not been able to duplicate
certain books in large numbers.
As usual various things have been done to in-
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terest the children. Among them the vacation read-
ing contest, in which 40 children won diplomas and
two won prizes and the attention given to Children's
Book Week, the exhibition of good books and a special
story hour with Miss Bliss as story teller. In spite of
these things the children are not reading as much as
they did a few years ago. 15,639 books have been
given out and 6,589 readers counted in the room.
1,925 books have been sent to the two stations.
Gonic shows a decrease of 13 in circulation and East
Rochester an increase of 78. The total circulation at
these agencies was 2,657.
Until the circulation and readers were counted any
member of the library staff would have told you that
this has been the busiest year in its history. Even
during the summer the library work seemed unusually
heavy. Figures do not misrepresent however and the
circulation has dropped.
The postal reserve system while satisfying the
larger proportion of the readers has a disadvantage in
that it removes a popular book from circulation on an
average of one day a week but we no longer have the
complaint that a patron is unable to find books for
which he has been asking a long time.
The books of the day cannot or are not read rapidly
and non-fiction and standard fiction are about one half
of the circulation.
As figures seem the only tangible thing by which
the growth in use may be measured it is always en-
couraging to see these grow larger each year. We
must realize however that growth may be intensive
as well as extensive and that the real advance of the
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library as an educational factor cannot be estimated.
According to the last report of the State Library
Commission this library stood fourth in the state, in
number of books given out. This goes to prove that
other libraries must be facing the same problems as
this.
The same general routine of work has been fol-
lowed. In addition to the circulation, reference work,
care of the children, addition of new books and care of
agencies, over 10,000 books have been repaired at the
library. This has taken a great deal of time as many
of the books have been taken apart and resewed then
put back into a binding. This has paid as shown by
the life of the books discarded this year. Only one
jof the 66 worn out had been out less than 100 times,
very few less than 200 and many of them over 300, one
had been out 415 tim^s. In spite of the care many of
the books are very shabby and some of them must be
replaced.
I would call your attention to the need of more
shelving and the lack of reference room. Pupils are
now limited to one half hour at a time, with the
privilege of extending that time if necessary. Thus a
greater number of pupils may be accommodated in an
afternoon.
That you may readily note the statistics of the
year they have been tabulated and added to this re-
port as has a hst of the gifts.
The work of the year has gone on without friction.
The library being a very busy place during library
hours. One change has occurred in the staff caused
by the resignation of Miss Dow. Miss Roberts of the
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class of 1925 kindly accepted the position for a year.
I wish at this time to thank the assistants for
their faithful work and their willing cooperation in all
that has been attempted, also Mr. Neal who has kept
the library such an orderly place and express my





Rochester, N. H., December 31, 1925.
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STATISTICS, 1925
Population of Rochester, 9,037
Terms of use. Free to residents.
Number holding library cards, 7,203
Number of cards in actual use, 70%
Number of new borrowers registering this year, 324
Number of agencies, 2
Number on library staff, 5
Number of days open to the public, 306
Number of books given out, 63,896
Number of fiction loaned, 36,426
Number of volumes other than fiction, 27,470
Average daily circulation, 2O8I/2
Largest number any one day, February 28, 557
Smallest number any one day, September 23, 41
Circulation per capita, 7
Number of books given out to children, 15,639
Number of volumes given out to teachers for
school work, 462
Average per month during school year, 51
Number of books listed by teachers for required
reading, 2,101
Number of pamphlets, unbound magazines and
pictures (so called specials) circulated, 2,831
Number of standard fiction circulated, 2,144
Number of books sent to Conic, 1,101
Number of books given out at Conic Agency, 1,494
Number of books sent to East Rochester Agency, 824
Number of books given out at East Rochester, 1,163
Total number of readers and students, 17,008
Largest number of readers any one day, 112
Smallest number of readers any one day, 13
Average number, 56
Number counted in children's room, 6,589
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Number of books in library, January 1, 1925, 24,082
Number of books purchased, 803
Number added by binding magazines, 60
Number added by gift, 91
Total additions, 954
Number of books discarded, 66
Number of books lost or stolen, 8
Total loss, 74
Net gain for the year, 880
Number of books found which were missing in
the inventory of 1924, 1
Number of volumes in library, December 31,
1925, 24,961
Number of volumes missing in inventory of 1925, 2
Number of books rebound, 398
Number of books repaired at the library, 10,123





Circulation, 1923 to 1925
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Juvenile Circulation, 1923 to 1925
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GIFTS FOR 1925
Advent Christian Church, 1 periodical, (current
year) ; Appleton, D. & Co., 1 volume; Baha'i Library
Committee, 1 volume, 1 pamphlet ; Barber, G. J., D. C,
1 periodical (current year) ; Benevolent and Protec-
tive Order of Elks, Rochester Lodge, 1393, 1 periodi-
cal, (current year) ; Carnegie Hero Fund Commission,
1 pamphlet; Clark, Mrs. A. F., flowers; Clark, Edward
S., 1 volume, 4 pamphlets; Cochrane, Mrs. Laura, 1
periodical (back numbers) ; Commission for Relief in
Belgium, 1 volume; Doran, George H. Co., 1 volume;
Eyesight Conservation Survey, 1 volume; Gary, El-
bert H., 1 pamphlet ; Hall, Thomas F., 1 volume
;
Hodgdon, Mrs. I. D., 8 volumes; Horr, Mrs. Martha,
2 volumes ; International Bible Students' Association,
1 volume; Jewish Publication Society of America, 1
volume; Laconia, N. H., Congregational Church, 1
pamphlet; Lansing, Charles Raymond and G. P. Put-
nam Pub. Co., 9 volumes ; Legro, Mrs. Irving, 27 town
reports; Libraries: Dover, 2 pamphlets; Fall River,
Mass., 1 pamphlet; Keene, 2 pamphlets; Manchester,
1 pamphlet; Somerville, Mass, 1 pamphlet; McDuffee,
Willis, 1 volume, 2 pamphlets; Mary Torr Chapter, D.
A, R., 6 volumes, 1 pamphlet; Meader, Mrs. F. P. and
Bible Students, 6 volumes, 1 periodical, (current
year) ; Meader, Mrs. F. P. and Sunday School Class,
1 periodical, (current year) ; National Electric Light
Association, 1 volume; New England Conference, 1
periodical, (three numbers) ; New Hampshire, State
of, 15 volumes, 13 pamphlets; Nute and Nute, Chir-
opractors, 1 periodical (one number) ; Penniman, Dr.
Josiah H., 1 volume ; Portland, Ore., Chamber of Com-
merce, 1 pamphlet ; Publishers : American Friend,
American Issue; American Standard; Association of
Men; Bell Telephone Quarterly; B'nai B'rith; Com-
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monweal; How to Sell; Museum of Fine Arts Bulle-
tin; National Republic, National Republican; New
Near East; New Hampshire Issue; New Hampshire
Labor Review; Philatelic Gossip; Protectionist; Re-
public; Rochester Courier; School; Service Talks;
Spirit of Missions; Telephone Topics; Randall, Mrs.
George, shells, 1 picture; Richardson, Mrs. J. Sher-
man, 2 pictures; Rochester, City of, 1 volume; Roch-
ester Group of Scientists, 3 periodicals (current
year) ; Rochester Woman's Club, 1 periodical, ( cur-
rent year) ; Rockefeller, Laura Spelman (Memorial),
1 pamphlet; Rockefeller Foundation, 1 pamphlet; St.
Elizabeth's Guild, Episcopal Church, Rochester, 1 peri-
odical (current year); Sanfacon, George, 1 volume;
Schools and Colleges : Boston University, 2 pamphlets
;
Bowdoin College, 1 volume, 1 pamphlet; Bryant &
Stratton, 1 pamphlet ; Columbia University, 2 pam-
phlets; Dartmouth College, 1 pamphlet; Massachusetts
College of Osteopathy, 1 pamphlet; Northeastern Un-
iversity, 1 pamphlet; Randolph-Macon Woman's Col-
lege, 1 volume ; Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, 1
pamphlet; Rochester High School, 1 periodical (one
number) ; University of New Hampshire, 2 pam-
phlets ; Wentworth Institute, 1 pamphlet ; Seavey, Mrs.
Fred F., 8 volumes; Shri Shivaji Literary Memorial
Committee, 1 volume; Smith, Arthur Thad, 1 volume;
Snow, Capt, Conrad, 5 pamphlets, 3 periodicals, (back
numbers) ; Snow, Mrs, L. P., 1 framed portrait, 1
map of early Rochester, N. H. ; Steadman, Mrs. C. J.,
1 periodical, (current year) ; Strafford County, 1 pam-
phlet; Strittmatter, Joseph, 1 periodical, (one num-
ber) ; Swift & Co., 1 pamphlet; Varney, Mrs. Nehe-
miah, 40 post cards; Woman's Christian Temperance
Union, 1 periodical (one half current year) ; United
States Government Loans, 10 volumes, 60 pamphlets,
1 periodical (three months current year.)
10 a
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FINANCIAL REPORT FOR 1925
Amount of money on hand January 1, 1924,
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Receipts
Balance in treasury January 1, 1925, $73 06
Appropriation from city,
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I have examined the receipts and expenditures of
the financial reports of the Librarian, Lillian E. Parsh-
ley, and the Treasurer, John L. Copp. I find them
correctly cast and properly vouched.
JOHN YOUNG,
Secretary of the Board of Trustees.
Rochester, N. H., December 31, 1925.
ANNUAL REPORT
OF THE
School Board of City of Rochester
NEW HAMPSHIRE
For the Year Ending December 31, 1925
At a meeting of the School Board of Rochester,
January 14, 1926, the annual report of the Superin-
tendent of Schools was accepted and ordered printed
as the report of the School Board to the City Council
and to the citizens of the city.
WILLIAM H. BUKER,
Secretary.
Rochester, N. H., January 14* 1926.
School Board, City of Rochester
As Organized for 1925
CHAIRMAN
HON. ELIHU A. CORSON
Ward One James C. Pringle
C. Garfield Hurd
Ward Two William J. Evans
Miles H. Dustin
Ward Three GUSTAV Lanoix
Myron I. Jenness




\ Harry L. Sawyer
) Lillian F. Cooper
j Henry K. Dow




Teachers and Salaries—Pringle, Evans, Sawyer,
Cooper, Jenness.
Studies and Textbooks—Dow, Cooper, Ricker.
Schoolhouses and Grounds—Dustin, Hurd, Duval.
Printing and Supplies—Pringle, Dow, Poisson.
Transportation—Hurd, Sawyer, Jenness.
School Attendance—Sawyer, Ricker, Lanoix.
hidustrial—Dustin, Sawyer, Ricker.
School Board, City of Rochester
As Organized for 1926
CHAIRMAN
HON. ELIHU A. CORSON
Ward One C. Garfield Hurd
Burton L. Spiller

















Teachers and Salaries—Sawyer, Cooper, Jenness,
Stanton, Lenfest.
Studies and Textbooks—Dow, Hurd, Ricker.
Schoolhouses and Grounds—Spiller, Dustin, Duval.
Printing and Supplies—Dow, Cooper, Desjardins.
Transportation—Hurd, Sawyer, Jenness.
School Attendance—Ricker, Duval, Stanton.
Vocational—Dustin, Sawyer, Spiller.
SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS AND SECRE-
TARY OF THE BOARD
William H. Buker
Office at High School Building. Office hours:
4.00 to 5.00 P. M., on school days; 8.30 to 12.00 A. M.
on Saturdays, except vacations. Residence, 10 Gran-
ite Street.
SECRETARY TO THE SUPERINTENDENT
Myrtle M. Lowe






To the School Board and Citizens of Rochester:
I submit the thirty-fourth annual report for your
careful consideration.
TEACHERS
Our teaching staff consists of twenty-nine ele-
mentary teachers, fourteen high school instructors, a
supervisor of music, a school nurse, and a part-time
physical director. The two latter positions have been
created during the year. Five of the teachers have
attended summer school. As recommended in my re-
port last year one-third of our teachers ought to be in
summer school each year. Twenty-eight of the teach-
ers are now holding state certificates. Commissioner
Butterfield said "Competent teachers desire to hold
certificates, the highest form of credentials. They
should not wait for ten years of experience before re-
ceiving their certificates but should take professional
pride, as do other workers in other professions, in
passing examinations in technical subjects." It is
expected that nearly all of Rochester's teachers will
hold a state certificate by September, 1926. Rochester
has a group of conscientious teachers and substitutes
who are ambitious to keep up with the recent educa-
tional thought of the times.
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The Committee on Schoolhouses and Grounds has
made during the year the following repairs
:
Allen Building.
1. Window sashes painted.
2. Repaired concrete in basement.
3. Minor repairs on toilets.
4. Desks buffed and varnished.
5. Resurfaced roof.
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East Rochester Building.
1. Wall pipes in assembly hall repaired.
2. Minor repairs about the building.
School Street Building.
1. A fence has been constructed about 120 feet
in length on the westerly side of the lot.
2. One book closet made for third grade room.
3. New shades in two rooms and upper corri-
dors.
4. Repairs on boiler.
Gonic Building.
1. Tinting two rooms.
2. A sink has been placed in the lunch room.




1. Room on the second floor made into two
rooms.
2. Minor repairs on windows and toilets.
3. Installation of lights in the sixth grade room.
High School.
1. One room tinted.
2. Teachers' room tinted and varnished.
3. New locks on outside doors.
4. New shades in several of the rooms.
5. Boys' basement resurfaced.





1. Shingling a part of the East Rochester Build-
ing.
2. Tinting ten classrooms.
3. Complete overhauling of the toilet system at
Gonic and the Allen Buildings.
4. Replacing several v^indows in the oldest
buildings.
5. The usual minor repairs.
6. Begin on leveling the grounds at School
Street.
7. Make a beginning on installation of lights in
some of the buildings. Gonic and the High
School Buildings have lights in all the
the class rooms.
VOCATIONAL COURSES—GRADES VII AND VIII
The purpose of vocational work (woodworking,
cooking and sewing) in the grades is to assist boys
and girls to prepare for life's work. The pupils in
these grades have the equivalent of two forty-five min-
ute periods per week in these vocational courses.
The girls are required to do canning and serve
meals that are practical and economical—such as are
commonly served in the homes of this city.
In sewing the girls are taught to make under-
wear, outside clothing, darning and patching, sweat-
ers, bedding (such as pillow cases and sheets) and
embroidered work.
The State Department stated in one of its out-
lines, "Manual Training leads to worthy home mem-
bership by enabling the pupil to acquire such skill in
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the use of tools and such standards of workmanship
that he will contribute to the maintenance of the home
by constructing many useful articles and making
minor repairs."
The boys, in woodworking, are given the opportu-
nity to make many of the following projects: lamp
stands, sleeve ironing boards, book stands, plant
stands, bird houses, kitchen knife boxes, sleds, win-
dow boxes, picture frames, chicken coops, tool handles,
bee hives, jumping standards, camp stools, umbrella
racks, etc.
Are We Educating All Our Pupils Who Enter
Our Public Schools?
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What is wrong? Rochester High School has
failed to offer practical and worthwhile courses for
those pupils who cannot attend college. During the
past two years the school board has made many
changes to remedy such a situation, by introducing me-
chanic arts for the boys and making the commercial
and domestic arts courses more practical and less
theoretical.
KEEPING ALIVE THE FUNDAMENTALS IN
THE HIGH SCHOOL
During the year, spelling, arithmetic, and gram-
mar have been emphasized in the high school. The
State Department of Education has given tests in
spelling and arithmetic to grades IX and X. Roch-
ester's score was higher than the median (middle
score) for the state in all cases, except in division.
And in division we were only two per cent, below the
middle score.
Secondary education must not only keep alive the
above fundamentals. It should also emphasize (1)
how to keep well, (2) how to work efficiently, (3) how
to be thrifty, (4) how to be an honest and upright citi-
zen, (5) how to use one's leisure time wisely, and (6)
how to use one's life according to the standards of
right living.
CHARACTER TRAINING
Character training is being taught in the public
schools in connection with civics.
The important aim of all school progress is to
make law abiding citizens. The standards set up for
this course are reached when pupils are courteous
upon the playgrounds, in the schoolrooms, upon the
streets, and in the homes.
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Such topics as the following are given : Obedience,
property and personal rights, and love of the home.
ADDITIONAL ROOM MUST BE PROVIDED
The average enrollment in an elementary school
should not be over thirty five pupils. Several rooms
in the city have over this number. In the eighth
grade at the Allen School there are sixty-tv^o pupils in
one room. These pupils are not having the oppor-
tunity that they need, to prepare for high school.
The seventh and eighth grades of the Allen and
School Street Schools should be transferred to the
high school building. This w^ould give the lower
grade pupils in these buildings opportunities to receive
more individual attention. Some of the grades could
then be divided into two divisions. However the
seventh and eighth grades cannot be transferred as
the high school building is now overcrowded.
This overcrowded condition in both the high
school and the grades can be entirely corrected by
adding classrooms to the present high school building.
Therefore I recommend to the School Board of
1926 that it carefully consider the need of more room
to relieve these overcrowded conditions. It is hardly
necessary to call to your attention that the 1925 School
Board passed a favorable vote upon this question.
The vote in the City Council lacked only four votes of
supporting the School Board's vote.
CURRENT COST OF PUBLIC EDUCATION
Is Rochester Spending More Money Based Upon




Figures below secured from the State Depart-
ment of Education for 1923-1924.
Total Current Cost of Public Education
Berlin,











One can readily observe from the above tables
that Rochester is spending less than the average per
pupil in both the elementary and the high school, and
is not taxing itself for school purposes so heavily as
the average New Hampshire city,
EVENING SCHOOL
The New Hampshire School Laws of 1925 state
that "every district in which reside or are employed
fifteen or more persons between the ages of sixteen
and twenty-one or twenty or more above the age of
twenty-one who cannot read and speak the English
language understandingly shall maintain an evening
or special day school—as the state board may pre-
scribe."
Rochester not only carries out the above statute
but gives instruction in typewriting, shorthand,
cooking and sewing, and woodworking.
46 pupils are taking English.
11 pupils are taking Domestic Arts.
17 pupils are taking Mechanic Arts.
19 pupils are taking Shorthand and Typewriting.
In October, 1925, there were enrolled:
35 men under twenty-one.
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15 men over twenty-one.
23 women under twenty-one.
20 women over twenty-one.
There are sixty sessions in a year; each session
being one and one-half hours in length. Classes meet
on Monday, Wednesday and Friday evenings.
Teachers
;
Typewriting, Myrtle M. Lowe, Principal.
Beginners' English, Mrs, Lillian Varney.
Intermediate English, Marjorie Childs.
Advanced English, Mrs. Mary Rhodes.
Stenography, Arlene Baker.
Cooking and Sewing, Ruth E. Pulsifer.
Woodworking, Rodger M. Tolman.
SPECIAL TEACHERS
Later in this report you will find reports from the
music supervisor, school nurse, and playground direc-
tor.
Music is essential to a nation's existence. Health
is more essential. Exercise must also be a part of
oneself. From these three reports you can readily
see that the pupils of Rochester are receiving a much
broader education than ten years ago.
In October, the School Board elected Charles
Swain as part-time physical director. Mr. Swain is
the Y. M. C. A, director for this part of Strafford
County. He is giving one and one-half days per week
in grades five to eight inclusively. Already teachers
and pupils can see that physical training is needed in
Rochester. The time is near at hand when a full-
time physical instructor will be needed.
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PUPILS WHO ARE CONTEMPLATING ENTER-
ING COLLEGE
Colleges and all post secondary schools are de-
manding more and more from the high school grad-
uate. In order to prepare these pupils for such insti-
tutions special instruction must be given to this group.
Many schools are requiring this college group of
pupils to give far more time to their studies. Longer
guidance and more closely supervised classroom time
is given them. The most experienced teachers on the
staff are assigned to this group.
We must carry out some such plan at Rochester.
However before we can do much along this line we
must have more classroom space.
Citizens of Rochester, you cannot afford to allow
such large academic classes as we now have in Eng-
lish, History and French to continue.
OPPORTUNITY CLASSES
In the Allen and School Street buildings an oppor-
tunity teacher is needed in each building. These op-
portunity classes are for pupils.
1. Who have been absent on account of illness.
2. Who need help in one or more subjects in
order to remain in the grade. It costs the city of
Rochester not less than $6,000 per year for repeaters.
3. Who have the ability to move faster than the
others and often need help in one subject to thereby
gain a grade.
4. Who are overaged and ought to be in class-
rooms with pupils of their own age. With special in-
struction from the opportunity teacher many of these
pupils would complete the elementary grades.
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PROGRAM OF STUDIES
During the year geography has been replaced in
grades seven and eight. This, to the superintendent,
seems to be a progressive step. Up-to-date books
have been provided the pupils in these grades and it
is hoped that pupils from now on will have a better
geographical background. It is a subject that enables
the pupils to see this world in its highly industrial-
ized condition and will lead them to understand the
reasons for the same.
The State Program of Studies is being followed
in the Rochester schools, thereby enabling pupils to
transfer to other school systems in the state without
being transferred to a lower grade.
PARENT-TEACHERS' ASSOCIATION
During the year Parent-Teachers' Associations
have been formed at the Allen and Maple Street
buildings. Both the associations have the support of
parents and friends of the respective schools. It is
expected that many helpful meetings will be held dur-
ing the coming year. A great many improvements in
the schools have been brought about in other cities by
this association.
RECOMMENDATIONS
1. Additional room for the seventh, eighth and
the high school pupils.
2. I heartily approve of the recommendation
made by the Headmaster in his report concerning a
room in the high school where pupils may secure a
hot lunch.
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3. That pupils who are contemplating going to
college be given intensive work, in order to meet these
college standards.
4. That physical training be given to all the
pupils.
5. That an opportunity class be formed in the
Allen and School Street buildings.
CONCLUSION
For the third year I am privileged to express my
appreciation for the excellent assistance which I have
received from the School Board, teachers, all other




Principal of High School
Mr. William H. Buker,
Supt. of Schools, Rochester, N. H.
Dear Sir:—I herewith submit my annual report as
Headmaster of the Rochester High School.
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EXTRA CURRICULUM WORK
The school has the following Extra-Curriculum
Work: Student-Activity Association, Class Organiza-
tion, School Paper, Boys' Glee Club, Girls' Glee Club,
Orchestra, Debating Society, Dramatic Society, Ath-
letics, Girls' Hiking Club, Hi-Y-Club.
The first debate will be Rochester vs. Farming-
ton. The subject will be: "The World Court." Our
affirmative team will debate in Rochester and our neg-
ative team in Farmington.
Rochester High School is a member of the New
Hampshire Interscholastic Debating League.
TEACHERS
There were five changes in the teaching staff.
The Rochester High School is a sort of training
school for teachers. After a few years' experience, at
a time when they ought to do their most efficient work,
they go elsewhere, I believe that Rochester ought to
adopt some policy which will encourage teachers to
remain in Rochester. During the past few years
principals and teachers have left Rochester and gone
to smaller towns and schools. This ought not to hap-
pen. The problem is serious and ought to be given
serious consideration.
TEACHERS' MEETINGS
Teachers' meetings are held every Monday after-
noon. At the present time teachers are studying the
following
:
1. Cause of failure of pupils in high school.
2. Causes of pupils leaving high school.
3. A study into the occupation of our high school
graduates.
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4. A study to determine the value of honor so-
cieties in secondary schools.
5. The High School Program of Studies. Does
it meet the needs of the Rochester High School?
These reports will be given during the month of
February, Suggestions and recommendations will
accompany the reports.
HONORS
The Springfield Scholarship was awarded to Miss
Beulah Roberts, now a freshman at the Boston Uni-
versity. The Dartmouth Medal for excellence in
scholarship was awarded to Miss Evelyn Dorr of the
class of 1928. Large scholarship R's were awarded to
Alma Capron, Ruth Feineman and Nora Daggett.
Small scholarship R's were awarded to: Seniors:
Bernice Corsby, Alma Capron, Ruth Feineman, Zelma
L'Abbe, Nora Daggett, Beulah Roberts. Juniors:
Eleanor Blaisdell, Wallace Green, Norman McAllister,
Alice Thompson, Louise Dickinson, Edythe Hooper.
Sophomores: Harry Almond, Eleanor Blair, Charles
Felker, Elsie King, Elwyn Meader. Freshmen: Alice
Allen, Thelma Barber, Marguerite Shedd, Velma
Nute, Sarah Weeks, Evelyn Dorr, James Bray, Wayne
Ricker, Esther Emery, Spencer Furbush, Elizabeth
Sweet.
CONCLUSION
The success thus far this year has been due to
the loyalty, cooperation and fine spirit manifested by
teachers and pupils. We wish to thank the Superin-
tendent and the School Board for their interest in the
work of the High School.
Respectfully submitted,
ELWOOD S. ERASER,
December 28, 1925. Headmaster.
Report of Supervisor of Music
To the Suverintendent of Schools
:
I take pleasure in submitting my second annual
report.
Music in the schools has been developed along es-
sentially the same lines as it was last year. Monthly
outlines are made for each teacher and frequent tests
are given the classes. The aim, appreciation of good
music, is kept continually in mind. The work has
been greatly benefited by the purchase of new books.
A new course was introduced two years ago in a few
of the rooms. This course is being put into all the
rooms as rapidly as possible.
Several musical programs have been given by the
schools during the year. In March, the combined music
clubs of Rochester High School gave their First An-
nual Concert. Special mention should be made of
the excellent work done by the Boys' Glee Club under
the supervision of Mr. Elton J. Mansell.
During Music Week a program was given by the
grade schools. A special feature was "Mother
Goose's Garden," an operetta given by some of the
lower grades. The Junior Orchestra also made its
debut at this time, and the rest of the program was
made up of singing and folk dance drills by the dif-
ferent rooms. The high school also put on a musical
comedy, "See America First," during Music. Week.
12
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Thanks are extended to Miss Clow who directed the
play and worked tirelessly for its success.
The High School Orchestra and Glee Club have
been frequently invited to furnish music for various
social affairs and are always glad to render this ser-
vice when it is possible to do so.
In conclusion I wish to express my heartfelt ap-
preciation to the superintendent and teachers who
have made possible success in this department by their
cooperation ; to the school board and citizens who by
their loyal support and aid have given encouragement
;
and to all those who have helped the work in any way.
Respectfully submitted,
ANNA DELL QUIMBY.
Report of School Nurse
To the Superintendent of Schools:
Below is given the report of health work carried
on in the public schools from January to June and
from October 5 to December 31, 1925.
Number of pupils in public schools, Jan. 1, 1925, 1,325
Number of examinations of pupils, made in
schools, to determine general conditions
and encourage the carrying out of a gen-
eral health program, 9,886
Number of pupils' teeth improved by clean-
ing, fining or extraction, 445
Number of visits made in homes, 215
Number of pupils whose imperfect vision
was preventing good school work and
who have been fitted to glasses, 57
Pupils suffering from diseased tonsils are grad-
ually having them removed, and middle ear abscesses
are much less common.
It is but just to mention the earnest cooperation
of the pupils and the constant support in this work
given by the parents and guardians in the homes.
Much that has been accomplished is due to this, and
I gladly express here my cordial appreciation.
There is much yet to be done. We are but on the
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borders of the health work. Let us go on, conquering
and to conquer, until we are indeed a City of Good
Health Habits.
To the School Board, Superintendent of Schools,
Principals, Teachers, and all who have been interested





Report of Playground Supervisor
To the Superintendent of Schools:
Although less money was appropriated for play-
ground work this year than for the year previous, it
is felt that more has been accomplished during this
summer than hitherto.
A departure from the usual supervision took
place, for Miss Rebecca Wright looked after the
younger children at the Allen School Playground,
while at Dominicus Hanson Park two high school boys,
holders of the junior life saving badge, acted as life
guards at the swimming hole, John Manning assisting
during July while Leon Sylvain had charge in Aug-
ust. No serious accident occurred at the swimming
place, due to the reliability and efficiency of these two
life guards.
On July 13, 14 and 15, Captain Robert Miller,
under the auspices of the American Red Cross, gave
life saving tests to many of the boys and girls of the
city. These tests were later carried out under the
leadership of Stanley Powering, holder of a senior life
saving badge.
In conclusion I wish to mention the very great
help rendered by the City Administration, who made
it possible to keep life guards at the swimming place,
and who had built two new bath houses near "Sandy
Point." Thanks are also due Stanley Powering for
12 a
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his assistance in the Hfe saving tests, to the local chap-
ter of the Red Cross for new equipment, to Superin-
tendent Buker for his helpful suggestions, and to the
merchants of the city who so generously gave the
prizes for the athletic meets.
Respectfully submitted,
ELTON J. MANSELL.
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TABLE A— REGISTRATION AND ATTENDANCE
For School Year 1924-1925
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Elementary tuition, 317 18
Textbooks, 2,295 56
Pupils' supplies, 1,699 66
Flags, 6 00




Janitors' salaries, $5,214 79
Cleaners, 364 60
Janitor at evening school. 120 00
Janitors' supplies, • 198 21
Paper towels and toilet paper. 111 39
Fuel, 2,820 22
Light, 196 44




Library and reference books, $139 13
Medical inspection, 1,155 11
Transportation, 6,493 21
Playground supervisor, 225 00
,012 45
Equipment and Other Charges:
New equipment, $1,771 49
Replacing old typewriters, 330 00
State supervisory tax, 2,848 00
Insurance, 509 33
Special repairs, 1,314 97
Mechanic arts, 2,938 20
$9,711 99
$94,788 53
Transferred to City Department, 1,113 62
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1. Printing and office supplies,
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Auxiliary Agencies:
1. Library and reference books,








Labor Day, Columbus Day, Thanksgiving Day,
with the Friday following, Christmas Day, New Year's
Day, Washington's Birthday, Fast Day, Memorial Day,
and every Saturday.
NO-SCHOOL SIGNAL
Two blasts upon the fire alarm, repeated once.
At 7.05 A. M., all schools closed for the forenoon.
At 8.00 A. M., elementary schools closed for the
forenoon.
At 12.30 P. M., all schools closed for the after-
noon.
At 11.15 A. M., all grades dismissed at the usual
morning closing hour for the rest of the day.
The same signals will be sounded in Gonic and
East Rochester.
TUITION
Tuition shall be the average cost of instruction
per pupil at Rochester High School the previous year,
but not in excess of the average cost per pupil for the
state as determined by Sec. I, Chapter 129 of Laws of
N. H, 1925.
Elementary schools, $48.00 a year.
Non-resident pupils desiring to be admitted to
Rochester schools should first secure a written permit
from the superintendent of schools.
Graduation Exercises
CLASS OF 1925 ROCHESTER HIGH SCHOOL
City Hall, Rochester, New Hampshire
June 18, 1925, at 8 P. M.
Class Motto: Non Confectus Sed Initus
PROGRAM
Mignonette Overture, /. Bawmann
High School Orchestra




Music, "Dance, Song from William Tell," G. Rossini
Girls' Glee Club
Salutatory, The Soul of a Nation,
Nora Daggett
Essay, Rochester and Prosperity,
Calvin J. Langford






Essay, Opportunities of Nineteen Twenty-five,
Donald L. Tripp
Essay, The Vision of Joan of Arc,
M. Zelma L'Abbe
Valedictory, The Price of Progress,
Ruth E. Feineman
Music, "To Sylvia," F. Schubert
Girls' Glee Club
Presentation of Diplomas,
Mayor Elihu A. Corson





President, Calvin J. Langford
Vice President, Ernest J. Jeffrey, Jr.
Secretary, Bernice Pierce Crosby

















































































The days have quickly vanished,
And brought us to the time
When we, v^^ith school work over,
Must sing our parting chime.
Tho' sad it makes our hearts
To leave our schoolmates kind.
Yet we, with strong endeavor,
Must go the way designed.
Bright the future lies before us;
We can make it what we will
;
Let us bravely face its battles,
Tho' our hearts with sorrow fill.
To climb the rocky steep,
We must frame a standard high.
To win the fame desired,
For nineteen twenty-five.
Shrink not from the farewell greeting.
Since the parting's not for aye;
May we in Heaven, united.
Mingle there as here today.
We now will say farewell,
To friends and memories sweet;
An earnest future calls us,
Glorious harvest, full, complete.
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^These pupils entered High School, September, 1925.
Vital Statistics
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